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Executive Summary
Context
The international experience of implementing supply competition reveals that the critical
issues are highly inter-dependent. It is, therefore, important to develop a holistic view of the
proposed market arrangements.
This “Blueprint” document summarises Bord Gáis’ initial thinking on the arrangements that
will be required to support the liberalisation of the retail gas market in Ireland. Reflecting
the international lessons, Bord Gáis has sought to address, at a high level, the totality of the
issues that will need to be considered and resolved prior to 2004.
The “Blueprint” has been developed by Bord Gáis, with the assistance of IBM Business
Consulting Services (formerly PWC Consulting).

Success Criteria
In adopting a programme approach to delivering the new arrangements, the design of the
programme within the blueprint seeks to ensure:
that there is an appropriate level of control over the development of the new
arrangements;
that the CER is able to deliver on their accountability for full retail competition;
that there is an effective decision making process across the Industry; and
that there is an appropriate balance between consultation and communication.
Bord Gais has identified nine key principles for the design of the new arrangements.
Specifically, the arrangements should:
Create the right environment to support further investments in the gas industry.
Specifically, the arrangements should ensure that the gas market is able to grow and
does not lose ground to substitute energy sources.
Minimise customer inconvenience. The process and rules should be simple and
clear for both Customers and market participants.
Be capable of being implemented and operated at minimum cost to minimise the
impact on customers and on the competitive position of gas.
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Be robust, capable of providing accurate data, which can be used to calculate
supplier liabilities.
Avoid creating stranded assets or investment.
Be codified and described in detail.
Ensure that all shippers, including Bord Gáis Energy Supply, face the same rights
and obligations under the proposed arrangements.
Not result in an increase in the riskiness or volatility of transportation business
revenue, to avoid an unnecessary increase in the cost of financing the transportation
business and to ensure that Bord Gáis is able to maintain its investment grade credit
rating.
Finally, Bord Gais believes that implementation should be achieved through a
constructive partnership with industry players and the CER.

Key Decisions
There are a number of key commercial and operational decisions discussed in the
“Blueprint”, including: Bord Gais must be
able to recover the full
costs of the new
arrangements...

Bord Gáis should be able to recover the full, actual costs of
developing, implementing and operating the new
arrangements. Likewise, supply tariffs should take account
of the need for Energy Supply to invest in new systems and
processes.

.. and the costs must
be kept as low as
possible.

The cost of providing the new arrangements should be as
low as possible to minimise the cost impact on customers
and on the competitive position of gas.

Bord Gais believes it
should have a leading
role in the
development of the
market arrangements
and systems ...

Bord Gáis believes that the most appropriate approach is for
Bord Gáis to have a leading role in the development of the
market arrangements, given the extent of the systems and
business process changes.

...supported by a
robust consultation
and review process

This will be supported by a robust consultation and review
process involving the CER, the industry and established
industry groups such as the GMAG, and TCoP/DCoP
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with the industry...

Forums, with clear responsibility agreed for key activities.

..with ultimate
accountability lying
with the CER.

The CER must have ultimate accountability for delivering
the new arrangements. Bord Gáis is not in a position to
influence all of the elements that must come together for a
successful implementation.

A phased opening of
the retail market
seems appropriate...

Subject to the experience of developing the new
arrangements, there should be a phased opening of the
industrial and commercial and domestic retail markets

... and the threshold
for mandatory
installation of daily
read meters should be
0.5 million scm.

The threshold for daily read meters should be an annual
consumption of 0.5 million scm. Above this limit, daily
metering will be a requirement of the market. Profiling and
Bord Gáis' current estimation methodology will be used to
estimate daily demand on Non Daily Metered (NDM) sites.

Bord Gais has
addressed business
separation including
proposals to effect
logical separation of
systems.

Bord Gáis has addressed business separation and proposes
separation of transportation and supply activities.

Non Eligible and
Eligible supply
activities will be
appropriately
separated only up
until full market
opening in 2005.
The development of
the systems rely on
key decisions being
made in good time.
Bord Gáis has
proposed principles…

In line with international experience, Bord Gáis is proposing
to effect a logical separation of systems in order to comply
with business separation requirements and meet the
proposed timescales. (Having secured full retail competition
against the tight deadline , Bord Gáis intends to undertake a
comprehensive systems review, with the aim of possibly
achieving full physical separation of the Energy Supply
systems.)
Non Eligible and Eligible supply activities will be separated
until 2005, at which point the distinction between non
eligible supply and eligible supply will be removed.

To meet the proposed market opening an intensive
programme of work has to be undertaken. The programme
of work is predicated on a number of key decisions of both
the principles and the design and operation of the market
arrangements. Key decisions are required on the change of
supplier process and on the approach to estimation and
allocation. Bord Gáis has proposed principles in each of
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proposed principles…

these areas.

To ensure market
integrity and
robustness, decisions
are also required in
the following areas...

To ensure the integrity and robustness of the market for
customers and the industry, decisions are also required in
areas surrounding the activities of suppliers. Bord Gais has
proposed decisions including :-

Supplier Default

The exposure of the transportation businesses to supply
default should be reduced by requiring suppliers to provide a
cash deposit or a letter of credit.

Supplier of Last
Resort

The best option to provide for “supplier of last resort”
services in the event of a supplier default is by annual
tender.

Marketing Code of
Conduct

A binding Marketing Code of Conduct, which will aim to
protect customers against the unprofessional conduct of
suppliers, should be developed and agreed.

Critical success factors and key enablers
International experience demonstrates that there are a number of factors that are critical to
the successful delivery of the programme for full retail competition. The blueprint
highlights a number of factors including:
Overall Accountability: The programme will be difficult to manage and coordinate if
there is no obvious point of accountability and if decisions on the course of the
programme cannot be enforced. There ought to be one organisation and a senior
sponsor with overall accountability for the programme; this must be the CER. Bord
Gais will appoint an individual with accountability for Bord Gais’ deliverables. It is
critical that other market participants do likewise.
Decision-Making Process: At times, decisions will be unpopular with certain parts of
the industry. Delays in making decisions will have a knock-on impact on delivery
timescales and potentially cost. It is imperative that rapid and effective
decision-making and issues escalation processes are put in place. These must be
binding and, ideally, will have widespread support. It is proposed that the following
key decision making roles are adopted:-
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−

CER – must have overall accountability for the programme. An element of this
responsibility will be to ensure that the progress of industry participants is
continuously monitored. No other body is in a position to take on the end-toend responsibility for coordinating the implementation of the new arrangements.

−

Bord Gáis – will be responsible for managing the implementation of enabling
systems and processes and for key implementation and operational decisions.
Given its unique position in the market and its deep understanding of the
operation of the gas network, Bord Gáis will also be responsible for putting
forward proposals for the new market arrangements to the CER.

−

Design Control: Because the implementation of retail competition requires the
alignment of activities across many organisations there needs to be a common
and comprehensive understanding of the design that is being implemented.
Changes to the design also need to be carefully and appropriately managed. In
particular, if the new arrangements are to be implemented in a cost effective
way, it is important that decisions are taken quickly, are made binding and are
not subsequently revised. Bord Gáis is best placed to undertake this role.

−

GMAG –the GMAG will act in an advisory role as a review group for papers
submitted, including papers that set out Bord Gáis’ proposals for the new
market arrangements. However, this will not substitute for the views of
individual industry participants that will be established through the consultation
process.

−

TCOP / DCOP forum – will have accountability for converting the market
rules and business processes into commercial and contractual terms.

Critical dates
A number of key milestones will be established once the development programme is
underway. An indicative schedule of activity suggests the following dates are critical for
delivery of the programme.
Milestone

Description

Blueprint agreed

Agreed position on the high-level design of the competitive
retail market, cost recovery and programme governance.

Market rules agreed

Agreed set of rules based on the blueprint, from which detailed
processes, procedures and commercial arrangements can be
developed.

Date
3 to 5
months
Dependent
on Industry
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System requirements
agreed
Regulatory regime agreed
Systems built
Testing complete
Commercial agreements
in place
Go-live

Agreed systems requirements specification for all systems and
interfaces, consistent with the agreed market rules.
Design of all licences, codes of practice, codes of conduct,
overall and guaranteed standards of performance.
All systems and interfaces built and ready for testing.
All systems and interfaces tested (including market testing)
TCOP, DCOP, licences, ancillary agreements, SLAs, signed.

8 to 12
months after
agreement of
Market
Rules.

“Big-bang” or phased roll-out.

Conclusions and immediate next steps
Bord Gáis looks forward to working with the CER and the industry to successfully deliver
retail gas supply competition. The timely completion of three immediate actions is critical
to the successful mobilisation of the overall programme of activity:
1

Cost Recovery: The implementation of arrangements to support full retail
competition will require a significant investment in new systems and processes. It is
important that the arrangements for recovering this investment are agreed before Bord
Gáis needs to commit significant funds to the retail market opening programme.

2

Programme Governance: The way in which the work of the programme is organised
and the allocation of programme responsibilities (“programme governance”) will have
a critical impact on the implementation of full retail competition. Programme
governance arrangements need to be agreed before the programme is mobilised.

3

Blueprint: This document provides a coherent set of proposals for the high level
principles that will define the new market arrangements. These high level principles
need to be discussed and agreed before work on the detailed design can commence.
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1 Introduction
From 2004 it is envisaged that all non-domestic Irish gas customers will be able to choose
their gas supplier. From 2005 it is envisaged that all gas customers will be able to take
advantage of competitive supply.
A significant programme of work will be needed to establish modified systems, processes,
regulatory, and legal and commercial arrangements to support the liberalisation of the retail
gas market. The international experience of introducing supply competition reveals that the
critical issues that will need to be resolved are inter-related. It is difficult to come to a view
on different aspects of the overall market design in isolation. As a consequence, there is a
strong argument for developing a holistic view of the required market arrangements at an
early stage in the development process.
This “Blueprint” document summarises Bord Gáis’ initial thinking on the arrangements that
will be required to support the liberalisation of the retail gas market in Ireland. Reflecting
the lessons from international implementations, Bord Gáis has sought to address, at a high
level, the totality of the issues that will need to be considered and resolved.
Substantial, detailed work will be required to refine and extend the proposals set out in the
“Blueprint”. Bord Gáis recognises and welcomes the need for an industry-wide debate
about these proposals. The “Blueprint” document is a first step in this consultation process.
Bord Gáis would welcome comments on its proposals.
In addition to this Introduction, the “Blueprint” is structured as follows:
Market Environment – which summarises aspects of the regulatory and wholesale
arrangements that are relevant to the further development of retail competition.
Objectives and Success Criteria – which sets out the key objectives for extending
supply competition and Bord Gáis’ view of the criteria which will determine the
success of the implementation of retail competition.
Market Rules – which considers key aspects of the design of the retail gas market
arrangements.
Responsibilities and Systems – which outlines the functions required for the new
market.
Required Regulatory Framework – which sets out Bord Gáis’ observations on the
regulatory framework that will be needed to support the arrangements.
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Development Programme – which summarises information on the nature and
management of the future programme of work.
Annex A provides further detail on the proposed settlement process. Annex B provides a
glossary of key terms.
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2 Market Environment
2.1

The legal and regulatory framework
It is expected that the legal and regulatory architecture for the fully competitive retail market
in Ireland will fit into the following framework:
European legislation / directives. The Irish government is committed to ensuring
that the Irish market is in compliance with relevant legislation passed by the EU. In
the energy market, this relates to liberalisation, competition, regulation and
environmental issues.
National legislation. National laws will continue to be the primary tools through
which European Directives will be applied.
Regulatory instruments. Through regulatory instruments (e.g. Licences), the CER
and other regulatory bodies will exercise influence over the energy market.
Industry codes and agreements. Finally, market participants will be constrained by
any industry codes or agreements with which they agree to comply. Note that
compliance with some industry codes and agreements may be a requirement of
regulatory licences.

2.1.1

European directives
Current directives
The key directive for the gas market is European Directive 98/30/EC. The key elements of
this directive are as follows:
Eligibility for access to the liberalised market - Member states must define who has
access to the liberalised market. Large customers (i.e. generators) are automatically
eligible. Currently, they must open the market to at least 28% of total annual gas
consumption by 2003 and 33% by 2008.
Accounting - Separate accounts must be prepared for the transmission, distribution,
supply and storage activities of natural gas market participants. These must be made
available for inspection by authorities of national governments.
Non-discrimination - Network operators must not discriminate between users of their
network in any way.
Obligation to supply - Either the local distribution or supply firm may be obliged to
supply certain specified customers within their area.
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Rules of operation - Transmission, distribution, storage and LNG participants must
operate securely, reliably, efficiently and with due regard to the environment.
Public service obligations - Member states are directed that they are legally permitted
to impose public service obligations on natural gas market participants (so long as
they are in the general economic interest). It is suggested that these may include
security (security of supply or technical / public safety), regularity, quality and price
of supplies, and environmental protection.
Expected developments
In March 2001, the European Commission published a package of proposals to amend the
legislative framework supporting the internal market in gas and electricity with a view to
accelerating the liberalisation (market opening) of the gas and electricity markets.
Negotiation has been ongoing on the detail of these new proposals, and it is anticipated that
they will be finalised shortly (and it is likely that the requirements of the new Directive will
be in force by 2005).
The key requirements of the amendment that are most relevant to Bord Gáis are:
accelerated market opening to enable all non-domestic gas customers to choose their
gas supplier in 2004 and all domestic customers by 2007.
separation of the transportation business (transmission and distribution) from the
integrated natural gas undertaking;
the establishment of a formal compliance regime; and
transparent, non-discriminatory and market based procedures for procuring gas
in relation to transmission system operation.
2.1.2

National legislation
Obligations imposed by the Irish government on the gas sector are defined by six key pieces
of legislation:
Gas Act, 1976 (No. 30 of 1976). This established Bord Gáis as a State-owned
company with responsibility for the development and operation of a natural gas
system in the Republic of Ireland;
Gas (Amendment) Act, 1987 (No. 9 of 1987), which expanded Bord Gáis’
responsibilities to include those of the Towns gas companies in relation to public gas
supply;
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Energy (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1995 (No. 35 of 1995), which began the
process of opening the transportation network to third party access;
Electricity Regulation Act, 1999 (Part II Section 8), which established the CER and
gave it the necessary powers to licence and regulate generation, distribution and
transmission of electricity;
Gas (Amendment) Act, 2000 (No. 26 of 2000), which implemented the provisions of
the EU Gas Directive 98/30/EC (described above); and
Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act, 2002 (No. 10 of 2002), the key purpose of which
was to expand the remit of the CER (as established under the electricity Act 1999) and
transfer a wide range of functions from the Minister to the CER, formalise the opening
of the market and establish a new licensing regime for the sector.
The key obligations placed on Bord Gáis’ ongoing business through this legislation are
summarised below:
Duty to maintain gas supply. Bord Gáis has a duty to “maintain a gas supply
system” for medium to small (domestic and industrial) customers. Note that this is an
amendment of earlier legislation, and limits Bord Gáis’ duty to where it retains a
monopoly.
Pipeline consents. The CER has power to grant or refuse consent (for certain
specified reasons), or attach conditions to the agreeing of consents to construct
pipelines.
Third party access. The pipeline operator must allow (specified) third parties to
transport gas through its network. The CER regulates tariffs for access to the network.
Licensing. The CER has power to grant Licences for the supply (including shipping),
transportation and storage of gas (and it is a criminal offence to undertake these
activities without a licence).
Separate accounting. Integrated gas companies are required to account separately
for licensed gas activities.
Public service obligations. The Minister may oblige gas companies to undertake
public service obligations (e.g. security, technical, safety, regularity, quality, price and
environment).
Funding of CER. CER will impose a levy on licensed parties to cover its costs.
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2.1.3

Regulatory instruments
The recent amendment to the Gas Act enables the CER to Licence the activities of gas
market participants.
General conditions for market participants
It is expected that separate Licences will be granted for Transmission, Distribution, Storage
and Supply (including Shipping) activities, though there will be a number of conditions
likely to be common to all. The key general conditions included in all licences are likely to
be as follows:
Competition. A key element of all licences will be the prohibition of the crosssubsidisation of services and products. Companies are also prohibited from
discriminating between customers, and from using information anti-competitively.
Accounting Separation. Gas network businesses are required to be accounted for
separately from gas supply operations.
System security and integrity. Licences will require participants to comply with all
relevant network codes (as applicable), and actively detect and prevent the theft of
gas. They will also oblige holders to ensure the security and safety of supplies.
Information provision. All Licence holders will be required to provide (specified)
information to both the CER and customers.
To comply with directions given by the CER.
Supply Licence
In addition to the general conditions, the Supply Licence will most likely contain a number
of specific requirements. For example, suppliers may be required to:
ensure that they comply with relevant Codes of Operations (especially with regard to
obligations covering metering), provided through Bord Gáis;
inform about damage to and interference with meters; (in practice, meter readers most
likely to spot this – supply are not likely to have any staff onsite);
comply with consumer protection provisions (see discussion below); and
publish and manage standards of performance (such as complaints, appointments).
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Transportation Licences
As a monopoly network business, Transportation is likely to have additional obligations
(applied to transmission and distribution activities where appropriate). The most likely are:
The obligation to establish a Code of Operations. This will cover the operational
and commercial terms for access to the gas transportation network.
Metering. Transporters will be required to provide meters on their network, and
metering data services (i.e. collection, transfer, processing and aggregation).
Economic procurement of assets. When assets are procured, the transportation
business will require CER consent and the licence holder will be required to do so
“from the most economical sources”.
Performance measurement. The gas network business will be required to propose
the criteria against which the performance of the business should be measured.
Public service obligation. Transporters will have an obligation to comply with
obligations placed on it by the CER (as described in more detail above).
Asset management. The gas network business will be required to maintain a register
of all assets, and the disposal of assets is heavily regulated.
Customer service charter. The gas network business may also be required to
prepare a customer service code, which will include quality of supply targets,
connection timescales, and procedures for the handling of complaints.

2.2
2.2.1

Wholesale and retail gas market
Overview of current market arrangements
The Irish gas market is already substantially open to competition. The Third Party Access
(TPA) regime is available to a number of customers who, although not a significant number,
represent 80% of annual gas usage. However, at present small-scale residential and nondomestic customers are not able to take advantage of competition.
The TPA sites are operated under the following market arrangements:
Capacity - rights for access to the transmission network are purchased on a point-topoint basis. Capacity rights are purchased on an annual basis. Shippers are provided
with incentives to limit their overruns.
Nominations - Shippers are responsible for informing the Transporter of the amount
of gas they wish to inject into and extract from the transmission network. This
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nomination states the volume of gas to be transported, profile and the relevant
entrance and export points within the system.
Imbalances - imbalance measurement is done on a “point-to-point” basis, with
imbalance prices being calculated monthly. Imbalances are currently applied in
relation to “tolerance” bands (i.e. if imbalance volumes are larger than the upper
tolerance band, then higher imbalance prices are applicable).
Shrinkage - this is the responsibility of Bord Gáis’ gas transportation (namely the
transmission and distribution business units) business. The full cost of gas purchases
to cover shrinkage is passed-through to shippers.
Contractual regime – the gas market is currently governed by the Transmission Code
of Operations (TCOP), enacted through individual site-specific contracts known as
STAs (Standard Transportation Agreements).
Disbursements – The Transporter is cash neutral regarding overrun and imbalance
price incentives, which are applied to ensure that shippers operate within the
contractual parameters of the transportation service arrangements.
2.2.2

Current consultation on future market arrangements
The CER is currently consulting with the Gas Market Advisory Group (GMAG) on the most
appropriate form of the wholesale market arrangements1. These arrangements will
subsequently need to be evaluated in terms of their suitability for the needs of full retail
market competition. In summary, the main areas under consideration are:
Capacity. There is a discussion whether short-term capacity services are appropriate
for the Irish gas market.
Nomination process. Although this topic area has been raised by the CER, Bord Gáis
understands that most industry participants are satisfied by the way in which the
current procedures work.
Balancing. There is a discussion around the appropriateness of the current point-topoint structure to zonal balancing, given the increasing complexity of the system.
Balancing period. There is a discussion around whether the balancing period should
be reduced. This is because, under current arrangements, shippers are able to incur
balancing costs, yet rectify their own aggregate position within the balancing period
(hence not paying for the balancing costs they incur). Note that the CER has stated

1

Consultation document on market arrangement principles, CER, August 2002.
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that it will review the most appropriate length of balancing period (possibly
recommending a shorter period) if a period of less than a day is adopted in the UK.
Shrinkage. There is a discussion on the treatment of gas shrinkage to, with the
possibility of responsibility for shrinkage payment shifting from the transporter to
shippers. The consultation document anticipates that this will be achieved through the
forecasting and publication of shrinkage factors by the transporter. These will then
need to be covered by shippers in their purchase of gas.
Distribution Codes of Operation (DCOP). The terms and conditions that will apply
to the DCOP.
Bord Gáis recognises the importance of the current consultation and believes that any
changes should be appropriate to the specific needs of the Irish gas market. Bord Gáis has
submitted a response to the CER as part of the industry consultation process and has
representatives on the GMAG.
2.2.3

Comparison with current proposals for full retail competition in the Irish electricity
market
The electricity market has been through a 6-month process to establish business principles,
processes and technical specifications for metering and data services for the fully
competitive retail market. Having agreed processes, interfaces and protocols through the
Market Review Group (MRG), ESB has awarded a tender for the detailed design and build.
However there are currently no formal plans or timetable for full retail market competition
within the electricity market.
ESB is engaged in a project to establish the separation of its network business from supply
and has published a status report2.
Within the report, a number of issues are highlighted that are relevant to the development of
the Irish gas market:
The Meter Registration System Operator (MRSO) – ESB has established this as a
function within the Distribution function of ESB Networks. The role of the MRSO is
set out in the Distribution licence.
Cost Recovery – The CER has agreed a cost recovery framework with ESB. The
principles are as follows:−

2

Costs to be recovered will include all implementation costs and future
operational costs.

“Separation of ESB Networks from other ESB Businesses”, Status Report 31 July 2002
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−

Relevant costs will be accounted for in relation to all business separation
initiatives. Recovery of business separation costs, including any costs
associated with accelerating the programme for market opening will be
recovered.

−

Recoverable costs will be incorporated in the CER’s approved future allowed
revenues in the year following the year in which the costs were incurred.

Although both the gas and electricity markets share a number of similarities, there are some
key differences that need to be borne in mind in the progress towards full retail market
competition:
Substitutes – there are a range of substitutes for gas, as a fuel, in heating and
industrial/commercial applications, as discussed later in this section. Electricity does
not face the same degree of direct competition from substitutes.
Market size – the Irish gas market is less than a quarter of the size of the electricity
market. The gas market has approximately 16,000 Industrial & Commercial and
400,000 residential consumers; electricity has some 300,000 Industrial & Commercial
and 1.6 million residential consumers.
These differences will need to be considered carefully in judging the extent to which
electricity arrangements should apply to the gas market, and importantly, the impact of the
additional costs associated with liberalisation, on customers and the competitive position of
gas vis-à-vis substitute fuels.
2.2.4

The current and future market environment
Demand
Demand (as measured by number of new connections to the gas distribution network) is
increasing at a rate of 7% per annum, reflecting Bord Gáis extensive marketing efforts.
One of the key throughput growth areas is expected to be the amount of gas-fired generation
on the system. According to ESB data, this exceeds the growth of demand for electricity
(estimated to be 5 to 6% per annum in the past four years)3.
The Competitive position of gas in relation to substitutes
Although having clear efficiency and environmental benefits, gas continually faces stiff
competition from other sources of fuel for residential heating purposes within the Irish
energy market. Gas market share is less than 30% of the total market. Gas also faces
3

EirGrid web site data
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significant competition from other fuels for a wide range of industrial and commercial
applications.
The relative position of gas and substitutes is represented below:

24.8
46.5
% Values

74.2

41.8
29.2

14.1
3.7

14.6

25.7

1987

'94/'95

'99/'00

Solid Fuel
Oil
Gas
Electricity
Other

There is a clear incentive on all players in the gas market to ensure that the proposed market
arrangements for 2004/5 are simple, cost effective, and operationally efficient. Such an
approach will ensure that charges can be set at a level that increases the utilisation of the gas
transportation network which will, in turn, result in lower per unit transportation costs for all
players.
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3 Objectives and Success Criteria
The introduction of supply competition is one of the CER’s key aims. It seeks to achieve
this by:
facilitating the entry of players into the gas market, by ensuring access to the gas
network on a transparent and non-discriminatory basis; and
giving all customers the freedom to choose their gas supplier in 2005.
In achieving these aims, the CER has stated its desire to take account of the following
objectives:
Promotion of competition – to promote competition in gas supply by facilitating the
entry of players into the gas market, ensuring access to the gas network on a
transparent and non-discriminatory basis, and to encourage the efficient operation of
the gas industry.
Maintaining safety and security – to ensure the development and maintenance of a
safe, secure and reliable system for the supply of gas, which meets appropriate
performance standards and where investment is based on appropriate commercial
criteria.
Transparency of price signals – to provide transparent price signals to consumers
and gas market players to enable efficient matching of gas supply to consumer
demand.
Enabling investment – to provide a framework that encourages investment in the gas
industry and secures that there is sufficient capacity in the gas system to enable
reasonable expectations of demand to be met.
Alignment of gas and electricity arrangements – to ensure that any market
arrangements for the gas industry are consistent, as far as practicable, with the
competitive market arrangements for the electricity industry.
Consistent with these aims and with the CER’s broader objectives, Bord Gáis believes that
there are nine critical success factors for full retail competition. Specifically, the
arrangements should:
Create the right environment to support further investments in the gas industry.
Specifically, the arrangements should ensure that the gas market is able to grow and
does not lose ground to substitute energy sources.
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Minimise customer inconvenience. The process and rules should be simple and clear
for both Customers and market participants.
Be capable of being implemented and operated at minimum cost to minimise the
impact on customers and on the competitive position of gas.
Be robust, capable of providing accurate data, which can be used to calculate supplier
liabilities.
Avoid creating stranded assets or investment.
Be codified and described in detail.
Ensure that all shippers, including Bord Gáis Energy Supply, face the same rights and
obligations under the proposed arrangements.
Not result in an increase in the riskiness or volatility of transportation business
revenue, to avoid an unnecessary increase in the cost of financing the transportation
business and to ensure that Bord Gáis is able to maintain its investment grade credit
rating.
Finally, Bord Gais believes that implementation should be achieved through a
constructive partnership with industry players and the CER.
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4 Cost Recovery Arrangements
4.1

Background
The development of systems and processes to support the retail gas market opening will
involve significant expense. As a consequence, it is critical to the success of the overall
programme that there is early agreement about the way in which these costs will be
recovered.
The main categories of costs are:
Regulatory and Government – costs incurred by the regulator and by Government in
reviewing the proposed arrangements, formulating appropriate policies and
regulations, providing overall oversight, and in fulfilling the critical role of providing
motivation and focus for the programme of change.
Transportation business compliance costs - the costs incurred by the gas
transportation business (namely the transmission and distribution business units) to
develop, support and comply with the new arrangements. These will include the costs
of developing, implementing and operating relevant systems and processes and the
costs of achieving greater separation of Bord Gáis businesses. These costs are not
currently included in current gas network business charges.
Supply – costs, both of mandatory compliance and of a marketing nature (to ensure
the business remains competitive), which are incurred by the Supply business.
The recovery of regulatory and government costs are a matter for the CER and are not,
therefore, addressed in this document. The programme of work that will be managed by the
Bord Gáis Energy Supply business (other than compliance costs) is also not described in
this “Blueprint”. However, it is important that the costs that will be borne by all supply
businesses, both the mandatory compliance costs and marketing costs should be reflected in
future supply tariffs (to ensure the business remains competitive). Likewise, it is critical that
Bord Gáis is able to recover other, unavoidable, external costs such as the CER Levy.
The remainder of this chapter focuses on the cost recovery arrangements for
Transportation business compliance costs.

4.2

Determining “Allowable” Costs
In considering the approach to determining “allowable” costs, it is important to distinguish
between development and operating costs. These are discussed separately below.
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4.2.1

Development costs
Bord Gáis has strong incentives for minimising the costs of developing the retail market
arrangements. As discussed above, the Irish gas industry is still in the expansion phase. It
has been growing steadily and is likely to continue to grow into the future.
There is a significant threat that lower cost substitute fuel sources, will displace future and
current gas demand. This situation is specific to the Irish gas market - other jurisdictions
that have implemented full retail competition have not simultaneously been seeking to grow
the market for gas.
Bord Gáis is committed to delivering the retail market arrangements in a cost effective
manner. However, these costs are difficult to predict in advance with any precision. The
cost of changing systems and processes depends, in part, on decisions about the rules that
will underpin the market. Although Bord Gáis will have an input to these decisions, they
will ultimately fall to the CER.
Given these facts, Bord Gáis proposes that it should be able to recover the full, actual costs
of developing and implementing the new arrangements. In order that the CER can assess
the cost implications of different decisions, Bord Gáis will provide regular updates on
forecast costs and will undertake impact assessments for all major changes to the proposed
design for the retail market arrangements.

4.2.2

Operating costs
The costs of operating the arrangements to support the retail market will be a matter of
ongoing regulatory review. Bord Gáis would expect the CER to encompass a review of
these costs in the periodic review of regulated prices (tariffs). The full amount of costs
actually and appropriately incurred should be recoverable.
Where operating costs are directly linked to a desire by suppliers or shippers to receive
enhanced levels of service, Bord Gáis believes that the relevant parties should be charged
directly for these enhanced services. Such enhanced services will include Siteworks and the
provision of special meter readings upon change of Supplier.
Siteworks will include charges for services such as isolation of a meter, repositioning of a
meter and diversion of a supply. Given that, in the Irish gas market, the Supplier will have
the primary commercial relationship with the consumer, it is the Bord Gáis position that the
Supplier will be invoiced directly for each Siteworks service.

4.3

Charges for the recovery of development and operating costs
The previous section considered the appropriate level of “allowable” costs. Two issues are
relevant to defining the mechanism for recovering this “allowable” expenditure:
the means through which costs are recovered; and
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the charging regime.
In other jurisdictions where retail competition has been introduced, the regulators have
typically established separate arrangements for recovering the costs of developing the new
arrangements. These arrangements have generally taken the form of “specific charges”
levied on suppliers and/or shippers. Subject to further analysis about the potential impact on
tariffs, Bord Gáis believes it may be appropriate to adopt a similar approach in the Irish gas
market.
If development costs are recovered through “specific charges”, there are three potential
charging mechanisms:
Demand related – where suppliers are charged in proportion to their capacity or kWh
consumption.
Gas point related – where suppliers are charged in accordance with the number of
gas points that they are responsible for.
Transaction related – where suppliers are charged in accordance with the number of
transactions they cause.
Some of the costs associated with the retail market arrangements are clearly transactionrelated, most notably, the costs associated with a change of supplier. As a consequence, it
might be argued that these costs should be recovered through transaction-related charges. In
practice, however, transaction-related charging has rarely been adopted in other jurisdictions
that have implemented retail competition. There are two main reasons for this:
it can be complex and expensive to administer a transaction-based charging regime;
and
there is a concern a transaction-related regime will act as a barrier to customer
switching and a barrier to entry by new suppliers: under such a scheme, significant
elements of costs are borne by entrants.
For these reasons, Bord Gáis believes that development and operating costs should not be
recovered by transaction-related charges. The decision, to recover the development and
operating costs via demand-related or gas point related charging will depend on further
analysis about the impact on tariffs. This analysis should form part of the work of the next
tariff review.
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5 Required Market Rules
In order for the fully competitive retail market to function effectively on behalf of
consumers, it is essential that market participants operate to a consistent set of market rules.
This section of the blueprint focuses on the critical market-based processes that will need to
be established:
Phased Market Opening – the basis on which all market participants will approach
the opening of the market.
Metering – the rules governing the provision, installation, exchange and maintenance
of a meter, and the transfer of meter reading data.
Daily Metering Threshold – linked to metering, the rules by which sites will need to
be read on a daily basis.
Change of Supplier – the rules governing the way in which consumers can transfer
between gas suppliers.
Estimation and Allocation – the method by which consumption will be estimated
and allocated between Shipper/Suppliers for all commercial transactions.
Network Charging and Capacity – the rules governing the way in which
Shipper/Suppliers will deal, commercially and operationally, with Transportation
Services at the Distribution System level.
Market Audit – the extent to which all of the critical processes will be subject to
independent verification.

5.1

Phased Market Opening
Under current plans, all non-domestic Irish gas customers will have access to competition in
2004 and all customers will be able to take advantage of competition in 2005. The
implementation of supply competition is a significant and risky undertaking. As a
consequence, in a number of other jurisdictions where supply competition has been
introduced, consideration was given to the merits of phasing the introduction of competition
for the mass market.
Bord Gáis is in favour of a phased introduction of competition, believing that this is in the
interests of efficiency and control. Bord Gáis believes that the arguments in favour of a
phased introduction are as follows:
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Robustness Testing – Allowing a subset of customers access to competition will
permit the systems and processes which support the new arrangements to be tested,
prior to their more widespread use.
Workload Smoothing – Some of the tasks associated with opening the mass market
(e.g. data cleansing, operation of the change of supplier process) have a variable work
load. In other words, the level of effort depends on number of Gas Points which are
be included in the deregulated market. Phased implementation will, therefore, smooth
the implementation workload.
System Capacity – The greater the volume of customers in the competitive market,
the larger the volume of transactions that will need to be handled by the systems.
Customer Impact – Phasing the introduction of mass market competition would
permit the regulator to monitor the development of the competitive market and to
suggest changes to the regulatory and market arrangements to address any issues
observed.
Bord Gais believes that these arguments justify a phased introduction of competition in
Ireland. However, a decision on this matter should be taken in 2003 in the light of the
experience of developing the arrangements to support the market from 2004. It should also
be taken in the light of the experience of the initial phases of the introduction of competition.
If the initial experience is favourable, the remaining phases can potentially be brought
forward.
If a decision were taken to phase the introduction of competition, phases could be defined in
terms of customer numbers, geographical areas, tariffs or usage. Again the decision on the
method to be used could be made in 2003/4.

5.2

Metering arrangements
Within the fully competitive retail market, metering will remain the responsibility of the Gas
Transportation Business within Bord Gáis.
The areas of responsibility covered by “metering” will be as follows:
Meter Ownership – concerned with investment and return for new and existing meter
assets.
Meter Provision and Operation– concerned with the installation, and
commissioning of new meter assets, and the maintenance, replacement and recalibration of existing assets. This will be managed through a combination of direct
and contract labour.
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Meter Reading – this will continue to be managed through a combination of direct
labour and contracts awarded competitively. The Transporter will maintain the meter
reading schedules.
Meter Data Processing and Validation – concerned with:
−
−
−
−

Establishing, applying and maintaining estimations, estimation profiles and
validation limits
Receipt of Meter Data, automated validation and distribution of processing
results to appropriate parties.
Distribute reading validation status and usage to relevant transporters and
suppliers.
Aggregate and distribute usage to relevant participants.

The introduction of full retail competition will change the emphasis of the above
arrangements. To date, metering has been a service provided internally, between business
units in Bord Gáis; Shippers will now have to rely upon this service as a key element of the
service to their customers.
As such Bord Gáis will need to contractualise the terms of the service offered, through
amendment of the DCOP. The terms included within the DCOP will cover issues such as
the performance of the meter asset, physical work on the asset, and meter reading data.

5.3

Proposed threshold for daily read meters
The investment required to install meters capable of providing daily consumption data is not
insignificant. Bord Gáis believes that the cost of installing daily meters is likely to remain
around €2500 for the foreseeable future and the ongoing operating cost will be €600 per
annum. It is, therefore, unlikely to be desirable to require the widespread installation of
daily meters, particularly for smaller customers.
In order that the metering arrangements can be clearly understood, Bord Gais proposes that a
limit is established, above which all gas points will be required to install daily meters or
daily metering equipment. Subject to further detailed analysis, Bord Gáis believes that an
appropriate limit would be an annual consumption of 0.5million scm.

5.3.1
5.3.2

Proposed Change of Supplier Process
Initial market opening –Interim DCOP
Under the Interim Distribution Code of Operations (DCOP), the change of supplier process
will be administered by the Bord Gáis, managed from within Transportation. The change of
supplier process for Interim DCOP will apply to all daily-metered (DM) sites and will
consist of two discrete stages:
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Request and Offer – where the incoming supplier contacts the Transporter and is
provided information upon which to base the confirmation of a supply point transfer
(known as the “offer”). This stage provides the opportunity for the supplier and the
Transporter to enter into dialogue surrounding the specific characteristics of the site
(such as Maximum Daily Quantity).
Confirmation and Registration – where the incoming supplier notifies the
Transporter of the intent to transfer the supply point, the Transporter facilitates any
objections between incoming and outgoing supplier, and registers the new
arrangements on the Gas Point Register.
The “Request and Offer” stage is a transitional step and is in recognition of the large volume
associated with DM sites and the lack of consumption history from which to base robust site
data. The process can be “stepped out” as follows:
Step

Action

How

By

To

Note

1

Supply Point

Supply Point

Proposing

GPRO

Requires Customer

Request

Request Form

Shipper

Supply Point

Supply Point

GPRO

Offer

Offer Form

Submit Supply

Supply Point

Proposing

Point

Confirmation

Supplier

acceptance of Offer

Confirmation for

Form

GPRO

Checks that

Within 5 working

Confirmation is in line

days of Receipt of

with offer.

Confirmation form

2

3

When

Consent

Proposing

Capacity offered holds

5 working days post

Shipper

for 3 months

receipt

GPRO

Shipper is confirming

R – 20 to 30 = 1A

Change of
Shipper
4

Validate Supply

Validation

Point

checks

Confirmation for

1A+5

Change of
Shipper
5

Advise

Issue notice if

Proposing

acceptance or

Shipper of

rejection

GPRO

Proposing

Reason(s) for a

Shipper

rejection will be given

By 1A+5

Supply Point
Confirmation
validation results
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6

Advise Bord

Validation report

GPRO

Gáis Distribution

Bord Gáis

1A+2; confirmation

Distribution

received

of Supply Point

and 1A+5; validation

Confirmation

results

validation results
7

Advise existing

COS notification

Shipper of

Form

GPRO

Existing

Advises Existing

Shipper

Shipper of a request

1A+5 = 1B

for change of Shipper.

Confirmation
submission
8

9

Objection to

Objection

Existing

COS

notification

Shipper

GPRO

Advise

GPRO

Existing Shipper can

By 1B+7

object to the change.

Proposing
Shipper

Proposing
Shipper of
Objection
10

Objection

Objection

Existing

withdrawn

withdrawal

Shipper

GPRO

By 1B+7

notification
11

GPRO

Advise of

Proposing
Shipper

objection
withdrawn
12

GPRO

Check that

1B + 7

Confirmation
was not been
withdrawn and
there is no
objection
13

Confirm

Confirmation of

successful

Registration

registration &

Form

GPRO

Proposing

Confirms Registration

Shipper

will become effective

R – 5 working days

on the requested date

future
registration date
14

Update Gas

GPRO

Point Register

Supply Point

Registration Date R

Registration Date
st

R = 1 of the month

The two processes as can be seen below:
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Proposing Shipper

Request and Offer
Market 2002/3 under DCOP
This flow diagram is intended to provide a
general guide to the change of Shipper
process as set out in the Supply Point
Administration Section of the DCOP. This
guide has no legal effect and in the event of
any conflict between this guide and the
provisions of the DCOP the latter shall pervail

Receive
Supply Point
Offer
1A
+5

Submit Supply
Point Request
1A

Receive
notification of
rejection
1A
+5

Receive
Referral
Notice
1A
+5

Receive
Supply Point
Offer
1B
+15

Receive
notification of
rejection
1B
+15

Validation /
Assessment

Reject
Request?

Issue
notification of
rejection
1A
+5

Rejection
reason(s)

Y

N

Offer or
Referral?

Issue
notification of
rejection

Issue Supply
Point Offer
1A
+5

Reject

GPRO / Distribution Transporter

Receive
Supplly Point
Request

Offer

Issue Referral
Notice

Referral

1A
+5

Further
Asessment

Offer or
Reject?

Issue Offer
Offer
1B
+15

1B

Existing Shipper

Confirmation and Registration
Market 2002/3 under DCOP
This flow diagram is intended to provide a
general guide to the change of Shipper
process as set out in the Supply Point
Administration Section of the DCOP. This
guide has no legal effect and in the event of
any conflict between this guide and the
provisions of the DCOP the latter shall pervail

Receive
notification of
submission
and Reg Date

Y

Object?

1B

Submit
Objection
1B
+7

N

Prior to 1B+7
"Objection deadline"

No action
required

Withdraw
Objection

Submit Supply
Point
Confirmation

COS 2A

Submit Supply
Point
Confirmation
Cancellation

Receive
Objection from
Existing
Shipper

Confirmation
Lapses - issue
notices

Objection or
cancellation
received?
1B
+7

COS 3A

Receive
Supply Point
Confirmation
Cancellation

R=Registration Date
= 1A +( 20 to 30)

Update Gas
Point Register
R

Issue
notification of
rejection

Issue
notification of
acceptance

Reject

GPRO

Receive
Supplly Point
Confirmation

Validation

COS 6

Prior to 1B+7
"Cancellation deadline"

COS 4

Receive
notification of
rejection
1B

Receive notice
confirmation is
Effective
R
-5

COS 5

Receive
notification of
acceptance
1B

1A

COS 3

Proposing Shipper

1B
+7

Notify Existing
Shipper

Y

Issue notice
confirmation is
Effective
R
-5

N

N

Reject or
Accept?
1A
1B
+5

Accept

Withdrawal
received ?

Y

Confirmation
becomes
Effective
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5.3.3

Full market opening - For Industrial & Commercial users in 2004 and for Domestic
Customers in 2005
The change of supplier process will also need to address a number of issues that are unique
to the mass market (non-daily metered gas users). These issues are discussed further below.
In summary they are:
Customer debt
Contractual constraints
Consumption at point of transfer
Access to data
Transfer errors
Customer debt
A significant problem in the transfer process occurs when a customer is in debt to the
current supplier. The key question is: should debt be a sufficient reason to prevent a
customer from transferring to a new retailer?
In other industries, transferring between service providers is a simple and largely
unregulated process. Suppliers of a service to a customer who are not paid usually resort to
legal action to ensure payment. The energy sector is a special case, however:
the transfer process is regulated;
energy is regarded as an essential service;
suppliers may have their credit options limited by law (such as limitations on the use
of deposit requirements); and
costly legal action is also an unattractive option for suppliers, given the small profit
margins earned on domestic customers.
In principle, debt-laden customers who want to switch suppliers may be handled in a number
of ways:
1.

the transfer of supplier request may, at the discretion of the old supplier, be denied
until the debt is repaid;
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2.

the transfer may be permitted, with the debt being reassigned to the new supplier (and
the previous supplier recompensed in some manner)4; or

3.

the transfer may be permitted, but the debt not transferred to the new supplier. In this
case, it would be up to the old supplier to pursue its claims directly with the customer.

For the reasons listed above, Bord Gáis believes that supply businesses would be
significantly disadvantaged if customers are able to change suppliers without repaying debt
owned to their previous supplier.
Options (2) and (3) present significant practical and commercial difficulties. Arrangements
for reassigning debt to the new supplier, (2) above, would be fraught with legal difficulties.
Permitting a transfer without reassigning debt, (3) above, would not permit the outgoing
supplier with an adequate means to recover outstanding debt.
As a consequence, Bord Gáis believes that old suppliers should be able to object to a transfer
in the event of customer debt.
Contractual constraints
An issue that has arisen in previous energy liberalisations is whether suppliers should be
able to block transfers on the basis that they have already agreed a contract to supply a
customer. Where contracts have a stated duration, suppliers have frequently argued that
they have purchased energy accordingly, and would find it costly to reverse out of the
positions they have taken.
Bord Gáis agrees with this view. Allowing customers to transfer between suppliers without
regard to the commercial terms underpinning their contracts would encourage customers to
arbitrage existing contracting arrangements (which may have been struck when gas prices
are high) with alternative terms that may be available as a result of changing market
circumstances, outside the control of the incumbent supplier. For this reason, Bord Gáis
favours allowing suppliers to object to transfers occurring where customers have willing
entered into contracts for a fixed period of time.
Consumption at point of transfer
Where a consumer changes supplier, it is self-evident that the outgoing supplier is paid for
the amount of gas consumed and the new supplier commences measuring the amount of gas
at the appropriate point in time. This requires the meter to be read at the time of transfer.

4

In practice, this might be achieved by a licence obligation requiring incoming suppliers to accept
responsibility for recovering the debt of the outgoing supplier, and therefore making a payment to the outgoing
supplier at the time of transfer.
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To allow both suppliers to obtain the same meter reading without each having separately to
obtain a reading, it is proposed that the incoming supplier should obtain a meter reading and
submit it to the transporter. The transporter would, in turn, send the data to the outgoing
supplier. This prevents the customer being ‘double billed’.
Bord Gáis proposes that it will accept any “valid” reading from the supplier, provided that it
passes the validation rules. A valid reading must be an actual reading obtained from the
following sources:
A special reading requested by the incoming supplier from Bord Gáis.
A cyclical reading from Bord Gáis that coincides with the transfer date.
A customer reading.
It would be up to the incoming supplier to determine which of these three measures will be
used as the basis of the valid reading. The date of transfer would be timed to coincide with
the point at which the valid reading was obtained.
Access to data
To be able to give quotes, and to purchase the correct amount of energy for new customers,
suppliers need to know how much energy customers have consumed in the past. They may
also require certain meter technical data – for example, whether or not a pre-payment meter
has been installed5. The question is: what obligations should the process place on existing
suppliers regarding the transfer of consumption data?
The simplest solution for the transfer process would be for there to be no requirement to
provide any historical or meter technical data (leaving new suppliers to estimate
consumption based on other information). Although simple, this option is not equitable (in
that incumbent suppliers would have an advantage over other suppliers). It would also
significantly discourage new entrants.
An alternate option would be to provide access to systems / databases which hold this data,
or for this data to be provided automatically to new suppliers. This may provide new
entrants with all the data they require, but may be expensive, and potentially complex to
implement. An additional issue is that law (e.g. data protection legislation) may limit the
amount of data that suppliers are permitted to transfer to other parties without customer
consent.

5

This has been an issue that has been subject to some debate in the UK recently, as in response to consultation,
suppliers have stated that they would like metering data to be made available prior to transfer.
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A simpler alternative is to provide customers with their own consumption and meter
technical data. Responsibility then lies with customers to pass this information to their new
supplier. A relatively simple way of achieving this would be for suppliers to include
relevant data on bills, if it is not already provided. Note however that this may imply extra
costs, depending upon the technology that is used.
Given the size of the Irish market, Bord Gáis believes that a premium should be placed on
simple, cost-effective systems and processes. Bord Gáis believes that including
consumption and meter technical data on bills is likely to be the simplest way of providing
new entrants with sufficient data to predict the consumption level of new customers.
Transfer errors
Occasionally, errors occur in the customer transfer process. In the UK market, these have
been relatively constant at around 2% of transfers since liberalisation.
Errors have proven to be such an issue in the UK (erroneous transfers accounted for 50% of
electricity related transfer complaints in early 20016) that an “Erroneous Transfer Customer
Charter” has been introduced7.
Clearly, the best remedy for handling errors is to limit the overall number of errors as far as
is possible, through improving the general quality of data used in the transfer process. Data
quality may be improved by a number of methods, e.g. the use of standard formats, and
central repositories for data wherever possible.
However, even in the most efficient system, some level of errors will occur. Processes will
therefore need to be specified to enable them to be investigated and resolved as quickly and
efficiently as possible. There are two main ways in which transfer errors may be addressed:
Objection process - One way is for errors to be investigated as and when they are
detected (in effect, allowing a set investigation period – or time-out” - in which the
transfer process is suspended while the suspected error is investigated).
Retrospective correction - Alternatively, transfers may be required to be completed
before any error is investigated further. If, on investigation, it transpires that an error
has occurred, then a retrospective change would then be needed.
Data quality is a key issue, since it is fundamental to the robustness of the market
arrangements. Whenever errors do occur, it is essential that they be addressed as quickly as
possible.
6
7

Energy Transfer Complaints January to March 2001. Source: energywatch.
October 2001
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For this reason Bord Gáis recommends that the “objection” approach be adopted, which will
allow errors detected during the transfer process to be investigated and resolved. Bord Gáis
also recommends that either supplier should be able to “object” to a transfer on the grounds
that the change has been erroneously identified. This should help to reduce the number of
complex and costly retrospective changes that are required when errors are only detected
after the transfer has been completed.
The process
Considering the foregoing discussion, Bord Gáis proposes that, with the lowering of the
threshold to include small commercial and residential customers for full market opening, the
nature of the Change of Supplier process for these customers will change in two distinct
ways:
Basic process – this will become simpler, with the removal of the “Request and
Offer” stage.
Governance and data transfer – will become more complex, with the need to
address issues such as customer debt, contract, data access, and rejections within the
Change of Supplier process.
Moreover, in order to enable customers to transfer between suppliers, the transfer process
will utilise a unique identifier – the Gas Point Registration Number (GPRN).
The proposed change of supplier process is illustrated in the figure below.
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Confirmation-led Change
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Proposed Estimation and Allocation Process
This section, together with Annex A, sets out the proposed estimation and allocation process
envisaged for retail competition in the Non Daily Metered Market. The estimation and
allocation process refers to the process of allocating total metered gas demand flowing from
the transmission system to the distribution system to individual shippers.
The section covers:
the scope of the allocation arrangements;
the method for calculating daily demand for Non Daily Metered (NDM) sites;
the use of global vs. difference approach to allocation; and
the reconciliation of gas allocation as new metering information becomes available.

5.4.1

Scope of the allocation arrangements
The proposed allocation arrangements cover only the arrangements that need to be put in
place to facilitate competition for sites connected to the distribution system. It is assumed
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that the existing arrangements for competitive supply for transmission-connected customers
will continue. It is further assumed that the existing arrangements for transmissionconnected customers will be expanded to accommodate the settlement of imbalances,
transportation services in respect of the transmission system and capacity overrun charges
for all shippers.
Bord Gáis is aware that the CER is considering the gas market arrangements in Ireland,
more generally, and may wish to propose some changes to the current arrangements. To the
extent that such proposed changes may impact the data that need to be gathered from the gas
allocation process, it is imperative that such changes are identified and agreed early to avoid
causing delay to the introduction of full retail competition.
5.4.2

Method for calculating daily demand for NDM sites
The need to determine daily demand by shipper requires a method for: (a) forecasting daily
demand for NDM sites prior to the gas day for the purpose of providing shippers with
proposed nominations, and (b) allocating actual metered gas demand flowing from the
transmission system to the distribution system to individual shippers after the gas day.
Bord Gáis proposes to use its current estimation methodology, adjusted to provide estimates
for a single day rather than for a longer period, in the calculation of daily demand for NDM
sites. At the core of the current estimation methodology is a linear regression equation that
expresses overall demand as a combination of temperature and non-temperature sensitive
demand for a given class of customers. The temperature sensitive demand is explained as a
function of degree-days (more accurately, a combination of current and long-run typical
degree-days for the day in question).
Tested against historical data, Bord Gáis has found that this method provides a good
estimate of demand, albeit not a perfect fit.

5.4.3

Use of “global” vs. “difference” approach to allocation
Customer consumption can be calculated under two different approaches:
“Global”: All customers are either daily metered (DM) or have their consumption
estimated. The difference between the estimated consumption and the demand as
measured at transmission offtakes (corrected for shrinkage) is shared across all
customers or for all customers where consumption has been estimated within a given
distribution zone.
“Difference”: Only customers supplied by retailers other than Bord Gáis Supply are
either daily metered or have their daily consumption estimated. There is no
comparison with demand measured at transmission offtakes and therefore all
estimation errors are implicitly borne by Bord Gáis Supply.
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The “difference” method is sometimes used in the early stages of retail competition where
all eligible customers are interval metered and few customers have changed from the
incumbent supplier. Or, in cases where the allocation of non-daily metered (NDM)
customers is based on net system load profile (i.e. under the implicit assumption that all
NDM customers have exactly the same pattern of daily off-take over the year).
However, there are clearly significant differences in the pattern of daily off-take among
NDM customers, which would not be captured, with the use of net system load profiling.
Therefore, as indicated above, a method of estimating the demand for distinct classes of
customers will be required for the Irish gas market. Estimation may result in some errors,
particularly outside the main heating season; it would not be appropriate for these errors to
be borne by Bord Gáis Energy Supply alone. It is therefore proposed that the allocation
arrangements should be based on the “Global” approach.
5.4.4

Reconciliation
As shown in the proposed allocation process diagrams in Annex A, the receipt of a new
NDM reading gives rise to a recalculation of estimated consumption parameters. This is
required for two reasons:
As NDM readings become available, there is a more accurate basis for estimating the
daily consumption data.
On occasion, reading of the advance meter on DM sites may also show errors that lead
to a restatement of daily consumption for some prior period.
Given the relatively frequent reading of gas meters in Ireland, it is likely the impact of
reconciliations on shipper cash-flows will be minimal after a relatively short period of time.
More detail about the allocation arrangements and further analysis will be required before
Bord Gáis can determine the precise nature of reconciliation process. However, it is
currently the intention to perform reconciliation in respect of NDM customers following the
receipt of new metering readings and to book the result of this exercise against the relevant
shipper. From time to time, possibly quarterly, each shipper would be cashed-out on the
sum total of the result of all reconciliations performed during the period.

5.5

Network Charging / Capacity arrangements:
This section sets out how Bord Gáis believes the allocation arrangements required to support
retail competition post 2005 should interact with:
the arrangements for booking capacity on the transmission and distribution networks;
and
the arrangements for network charging.
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It is important to note that, rather than describing the entirety of the capacity and charging
arrangements, the discussion is restricted to those areas where there are implications of the
approach taken for the arrangements required to support retail competition (and vice versa).
Capacity booking arrangements
The arrangements for retail allocation will need to support a Bord Gáis process to:
estimate the capacity requirements of shippers’ DM and NDM customers; and
in relation to shippers’ DM customers, manage operational arrangements including
taking information on capacity booked (stored in the Gas Point Register), comparing it
to gas flowed (an output of the allocation systems), working out any volumetric
overrun in relation to both transmission and distribution capacity, applying overrun
incentives, applying imbalance incentives and managing disbursements.
In considering the interaction between the capacity booking arrangements and the retail
allocation arrangements, the two key factors are:
responsibility for determining and booking capacity: should shippers or Bord Gáis’
transportation be responsible for determining and booking capacity on the
transmission and distribution systems on behalf of customers? This is important
because if Bord Gáis is given the responsibility, the allocation arrangements may need
to facilitate the calculation of estimates of capacity requirements; and
incidence of overrun charges: in what instances should shippers face overrun
charges if their peak gas flows exceed their capacity bookings8? This is important as,
where there are overrun charges, the allocation arrangements will need to provide
information on the volume of the overrun (i.e. the gas flowed over and above capacity
booked) and facilitate the settlement process.
In developing proposals in this area, Bord Gáis has attempted to create a set of proposals,
which support retail competition while remaining simple and cost-effective to implement.
Equally, we have attempted to respond to the likely desire of shippers to determine their
own capacity requirements in relation to their larger customers (which are likely to be less
temperature sensitive, and for whom shippers will have more information on which to base
demand estimates), while proposing arrangements which will continue to ensure that, for
smaller customers, capacity is booked on a basis which is consistent with the peak day
approach used for network design (i.e. to meet demand in extreme winter years). This will
8

These two issues are of course linked – it could be considered inappropriate to charge participants for
overrunning a capacity booking made by a third party.
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avoid the risk of smaller customers being cross-subsidised, a risk which would arise if
shippers persistently booked less capacity than was actually made available for them on the
network.
Bord Gáis Transportation therefore proposes the arrangements for capacity booking
summarised in the table below.

Transmission
entry point to
transmission
offtake point
(1)

Distribution
exit

In respect of NDM DCOP sites
Booked by Overrun
Updated
basis
Monthly,
BGE (T),
based on
based on
No
average
information
overrun
daily
from BGE
distribution
(D)
data

BGE (D)

No
overrun

Daily

In respect of DM DCOP sites
Booked
Overrun
Updated
by
basis

Shippers

As now

At
shipper’s
instigation
(2)

Shippers

Incentive
regime,
similar to
Transmission
after a “soft
landing”
period for
initial market
opening (see
below)

At
shipper’s
instigation

(1) Given that, at least for NDM sites, consumption will be reported at a zonal level, this
will be a “virtual” offtake point associated with the zone
(2) The transmission contract will, however, be for a minimum of a year long in duration
(as at present for transmission customers)
(T) Transmission
(D) Distribution
In respect of their TCOP customers9, Bord Gáis is proposing that the capacity booking
regime for shippers remains as at present – these arrangements are unaffected by the
introduction of full retail competition.
In relation to their DCOP customers, the capacity arrangements Bord Gáis proposes would
differ, depending on whether the capacity related to NDM or DM sites.
9

The scope of application of TCOP and DCOP will need further consideration in the light of the CER’s recent
decision on load-based tariffs.
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For shippers’ DM sites, Bord Gáis proposes that shippers themselves should book a path on
the transmission system from their entry point to their exit point. This would be booked on
a similar basis to capacity for transmission customers at present, although since consumption
information will only be available at the distribution zone level, the capacity would be from
their entry point to a “virtual” zonal exit point. This capacity could be booked under a
standard (zonal) STA contract, which (as for transmission customers at present) would have
a minimum duration of one year. Shippers will be able to engage in secondary trading to
ensure their transmission capacity holdings match their customer portfolio and profile.
Similarly, shippers would need to book exit capacity from the distribution system. Bord
Gáis believes that the process for booking DM capacity should be implemented in a phased
way as follows:
Initial Market Opening: It is considered appropriate to have a ‘soft-landing’ period
in relation to capacity overruns when the interim DCOP is introduced. It is proposed
that in the event of an overrun occurring on the registered capacity it will be increased
to the appropriate new level. This new level of capacity will also be retrospectively
applied to the beginning of the gas year or the registration date; whichever is the most
recent. No other charges in respect of overruns will be levied during the soft-landing
period.
Full Market Opening: It is expected that the setting of a minimum level for
Distribution Exit capacity by the Transporter will no longer be required when the
competitive market has developed in this market segment sufficiently. At this point,
Shippers will be free to specify and book DM capacity and the appropriate incentive
charges for overruns will be applied.
Both transmission and distribution capacity for DM sites would therefore be subject to
overrun charges. The pricing of these overrun charges will need further consideration.
In relation to NDM sites, Bord Gáis Transmission would book a path on the transmission
system on behalf of the shipper. This booking would be based in part on aggregate
information on the expected maximum consumption of the shipper’s NDM customers
provided to Bord Gáis Transmission from Bord Gáis Distribution. Again, it would be from
an entry point to a virtual exit point. Each shipper’s capacity booking would be updated by
Bord Gáis Transmission on a monthly basis, based on aggregate data from Bord Gáis
Distribution on the shipper’s average daily distribution exit capacity holding10. The
arrangements for transfer of transmission capacity between that related to NDM sites and
that for DM sites will need further consideration.

10

It should be noted that, since the capacity element of transmission tariffs is constant within the month,
updating monthly based on average daily holding will have the same outcome as updating daily.
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Similarly, BGE Distribution would book distribution exit capacity on behalf of each shipper.
This capacity would be updated daily.
Shippers would not be liable to overrun charges in relation to their transmission or
distribution capacity holdings for NDM sites.
Finally, Bord Gáis proposes that the Codes of Operation require shippers to ensure that their
firm exit allocations at Moffat are consistent with their BGE transmission capacity bookings.
It will be important to ensure that the detail of the capacity arrangements remains consistent
with the existing arrangements at Moffat.
Network charging
The key area where the network charging and allocation arrangements interact is in relation
to the information, which forms the basis of charges11. There are two key issues:
The arrangements for calculating the parameters on which actual tariffs are charged;
and
The method of estimating these volumes ex ante for the initial calculation of the
tariffs.
In relation to the parameters on which actual tariffs are charged, for most charging
bases, information from the allocation systems will be required – for example, these systems
will be the key source of data on exit capacity booked, or on daily throughput. There will
therefore be a requirement to pass data from the allocation systems to those, which manage
network charging. Equally, since distribution tariff classes need not necessarily be based on
the same definition as the load profiles used in the allocation arrangements, it will be
important to record the distribution tariff class (and zone) for each metering point, in order
that information for network charging can be generated on an appropriately aggregated
basis.
In relation to shippers’ DCOP customers, the initial details on booked capacity to be
registered in the Gas Point Register would be based on consumption and swing data derived
from historic billing system data.
Equally, in the process of estimating these volumes ex ante for the initial calculation of
the tariffs, it will be necessary to take account of how the allocation system will calculate
volumes. For example, if there are two classes of customers (A and B) whose tariffs are
based entirely on peak capacity use, to calculate the tariffs to be applied (that just recover
11

Bord Gáis notes that changes may be required to the TCOP and DCOP to implement load-based (rather than
network based) charging. However, we do not cover these changes here, as they do not impact directly to the
allocation arrangements for full retail competition.
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allowed revenue) it will be necessary to estimate the peak capacity use of all customers in
classes A and B.
To the extent that the approach to determining customer peak or daily consumption will
change as a result of the implementation of new retail allocation arrangements (e.g. as a
result of the introduction of profiling), the approach taken to estimating that consumption for
tariff purposes may need to be amended (such that it better reflects the expected outcome of
the profiling process).

5.6

Market Audit Arrangements
It is envisaged that arrangements will be established so that shippers and suppliers can
request an audit of the calculations undertaken by Bord Gáis systems by an internationally
recognised auditor.
These arrangements are likely to mirror those established under the TCOP, where a shipper
may request an audit of certain calculations, subject to the Transporter remaining cost
neutral, and where the transporter is required to provide access to a shippers duly appointed
auditor.
In order to ensure cost effective and robust market arrangements, the scope and
confidentiality provisions, which will underpin such audits, will need to be agreed.
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6 Required System Capabilities
6.1

A pragmatic approach to system capability
Bord Gáis is committed to supporting the Government, CER and industry by ensuring that
the necessary capabilities are in place to enable full retail market competition . It is Bord
Gáis’ position that this can only be achieved in the available time through the
implementation of logical separation of the integrated systems currently in place. The
potential costs associated with this approach are outlined in Section 8.3 of this “Blueprint”.
Having secured full retail competition against a tight deadline, Bord Gáis intends to
undertake a comprehensive systems review, with the aim of possibly achieving full physical
separation of the Energy Supply systems. The cost estimates do not cover physical
separation.
The following discussion is centred on the objective of achieving logical separation, in
support of the deadline of delivering full retail competition in 2004/5.

6.2

Overview of existing systems and processes.
As relevant background on the systems in use at Bord Gáis, and to understand the design
principles embodied in them, this section outlines the history of their design and
development.
Bord Gáis is a relatively new organisation in gas utility terms. It was formed in 1983 and
established in its current form in 1986 from the amalgamation of the state-owned gas
transmission company with the existing distribution and supply companies based in Cork,
Dublin, Limerick, Waterford and Clonmel. At the time there were 100,000 customers.
Since then it has been growing steadily and is likely to continue to grow into the future, with
gas demand rising at 6% CAGR. Bord Gáis currently has about 400,000 customers and
450,000 supply points.
The current systems reflect this history of corporate development. In 1987 it was decided
that the combined organisation needed a new integrated system, designed from first
principles and based upon a structured data model. The technical and development platform
selected was Open VMS with Progress 4GL and RDBMS. Between 1988 and 1993 the new
integrated system for customer management, supply billing and network job management
was developed in-house and rolled-out. It has been fully operational since 1993 without any
fundamental changes to the design. Recently Oracle Financials was selected to replace the
general ledger, fixed assets and procurement applications that are not part of the integrated
system. Due to risk of support being withdrawn for Progress on VMS, Bord Gáis has
migrated the integrated system onto HP-UX. This has provided cost and performance
advantages whilst protecting the investment in the data and applications.
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Up until 1999 Bord Gáis operated as a fully integrated gas utility (gas purchase,
transmission, distribution, metering and supply). From 1999, third party access (TPA) was
enabled to the transmission network for the largest users of gas. To support the new roles
and processes (nominations, balancing, on-line meter reading and settlement), a gas
transport management system was implemented. Transmission transportation charges are
billed from this system.
6.2.1

Current Systems
Figure 6.1 (see next Page) provides a view of applications and data architecture as currently
exists to support transmission, distribution, metering and supply business units. The logical
view has been taken to simplify the presentation.
There are three main systems:
1. Gas Transportation Management System (GTMS) – supports the physical and
commercial operation of the gas transmission network. The GTMS, which operates in a
ring-fenced environment from the rest of Bord Gáis, currently facilitates TPA and non-TPA
customer operations on the Bord Gáis transmission system (as well as shrinkage contracts
and the overall scheduling of the system). This is a web-based application used by Gas
Shippers / End-Users to conduct the following functions: Contract Administration, Capacity
Transfers, Nominations, Metering, Within Day Scheduling, Shrinkage and Balancing
Allocation, Imbalance Trades, Aggregation and also Billing. GTMS is being leveraged to
support the current plans for the 2002/3 market openings.
2. Corporate System – comprised of two main applications:
GL/Creditors, which is a package, based application called PACS. This supports a
general ledger and creditors / accounts payable.
Employee/Payroll System – that supports management of Bord Gáis’ employees’
records and payroll.
3. Integrated Utility System – this single system comprises six applications:
Meter Point Management – records the location and technical configuration of all
supply points.
Debtors – is the supporting customer contact management, gas supply billing, cash
processing and debt management.
Meter Management/Meter Reading –tracks the movement of meters from receipt
through inventory to field operations. The schedule of meter reading is maintained
and verified through the meter reading system.
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Job Management – is supporting project management (appraisal and investment
management), network operations (quotations, job costing, appointments, emergency
jobs, work billing), re-instatement/road opening licences and standing jobs (for cyclic
maintenance on network installations).
Purchase Order/Inventory - manages purchase order processing, stock
control/management and is linked to creditors.
Fixed Assets - supports a fixed asset register, depreciation calculation,
acquisitions/disposals and meter assets.
Corporate System
Employee
records/payroll

GL/Creditors

Inventory

Inventory
Management

Purchase
Orders

Purchasing

Employee

General
Ledger
Accounts
Payable

Customers
Fixed
Assets
Customer
Management

Customer
Accounts

Gas Supply
Billing

Meter
Readings

Meter Reading

Meter
Points

Fixed Asset
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Streets/
Areas/Zones

Transportation
Management
System

Meters

Transmission
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Projects
Cash Processing

Open Items

Debt
Management
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Project
Management
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Job
Management
Network

Contracts/
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Customers

Gas Transport
Management

TuoS
Billing

Integrated Utility System

Figure 6.1 – Current Bord Gáis logical applications and data architecture
The PACS package application is being replaced by Oracle Financials to support multiple
company accounts required in the future. The fixed assets register is also being replaced by
Oracle Financials.
6.2.2

Current Processes
The existing processes support the operation under the current market regulations. The
major or high level processes are presented in figure 6.2 aligned with the physical supply
chain. Support services includes such activities as financial accounting, management
accounting, human resource management and payroll, procurement and facilities
management.
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Figure 6.2 – Current Bord Gáis processes

6.3

Market opening drivers of systems requirements and key assumptions
There are a number of market opening parameters that will impact upon system and process
design decisions and where key assumptions will need to be made. These parameters are
discussed below:
Likely levels of churn and build up – the level of churn in some deregulated markets
such as Germany and Australia has been low (3-4% and less than 1%, respectively).
In Sweden the level of churn has reached 15%. In other markets, notably the UK,
churn has reached levels of 40%, albeit after 3-4 years. The registration system will
need to be able to handle the expected volume of change of supplier and this process
drives the level of information flows between participants. If this is a success criteria
for market opening - a design target is needed, otherwise systems will either be
oversized and cost more or undersized and impact upon the market operation. A
design target of 10-15% is assumed.
Level of objection to customer transfer or registration drop out rate – the level of
registration drop out is the total percentage of change of supplier registrations that
never get to take supply from the new supplier. There can be a number of reasons for
this drop-out, objection by the old supplier, change of mind by the customer, etc. In
some markets such as Germany, matching offers can be made. Bord Gáis’ assumption
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is that there will be few reasons to object to transfer and no matching offers will be
allowed.
Number of market participants (shippers/ suppliers)– systems and processes can
become more complicated as the number of participants increases. Considering the
likely market participants in Ireland, Bord Gáis’ assumption is that there will be a
minimum of 3 and a likely maximum of 10.
Number of meter points, growth rates (new connections) – the current number of
meter points (or gas supply points) is approximately 450,000. The gas industry has
seen very high growth rates in the past as the urban areas have had local distribution
networks installed and then connections have been made to homes that are passed by a
gas main. This rate of growth in connections and hence supply points is unlikely to
continue. If an assumption of 6% CAGR were made for consumption and for supply
points, this would suggest that in 4 years there will be approximately 570,000 supply
points.
Degree of separation of supply business from regulated businesses – the degree to
which legislation stipulates separation between the supply business and the regulated
businesses (distribution, metering, and transmission) will drive the type of solution
(organisation, processes and systems) that needs to be adopted. Bord Gáis’ belief is
that logical separation solution can be adopted as a practical solution. The case for
logical separation is explained later.
Management of the industry processes – for the process such as change of supplier,
there are different models as to how the flow and timing is enforced. For example, in
the UK gas market there is one register and message hub run by Transco. Transco
performs accreditation on new participants. In the UK electricity market, there is one
register per original distribution area. There is an industry participant owned and
funded data exchange organisation that runs the message transfer hub and performs
accreditation on new participants. In both these markets the supply businesses drive
the processes (via workflow applications) and the register applies some rules to decide
on responses and changes of status based upon timings. In the Belgium market,
Electrabel is implementing a Transit system (with supplier register) that manages the
flow of the industry processes from the centre. Bord Gáis’ assumption is that a supply
business driven workflow approach will be adopted.
Communication between industry participants – the method by which participants
in the competitive market exchange information is important and has system
implications. Bord Gáis’ believes that access to a common system (owned by Bord
Gáis) is appropriate. This arrangement should be subject to ongoing review, however,
changes should wait until the level of market participation is known and there are
clearer standards for data exchange. This can be considered post 2005.
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6.4

Future capabilities
The new or enhanced capabilities required for full market opening are:
Capacity Forecasting – The Transporter will need a process to forecast the capacity
requirements for shippers’ DM and NDM customers.
Overrun charging - Bord Gáis will need a process for charging shippers overruns
based on the difference between their gas flowed and capacity booked in relation to
DM customers, as well as a process for disbursements (as the transporter is cash
neutral in relation to these charges). For the distribution system, this will be a new
requirement for the 2004/5 market.
Metering Data Service Provider (Data Collection) – the collection of readings from
daily read meters (DM), using telemetry for distribution connections. This is a
requirement for the 2003 market. NDM readings will continue to be systematically
collected by a combination of direct and contract meter readers. Special reads, such as
opening and closing readings on change of supplier, will be performed by the
distribution business on behalf of the supplier/shippers.
Profile and EAC Calculation – the calculation, storage and maintenance of profiles
for NDM gas points and estimated annual consumption. EAC re-calculation will be
triggered when actual NDM readings are received and profiles periodically. This is a
new requirement for the 2004/5 market.
Data Aggregation – the aggregation of NDM consumptions based upon estimates
calculated from profiles and EACs and the passing of data to relevant parties. Occurs
with the allocation and reconciliation processes. This is a new requirement for the
2004/5 market.
Allocation & Reconciliation for the NDM Market – Following the gas day the
Transporter will allocate the shipped gas to the NDM meter points. These allocations
will be aggregated by shipper. For the NDM market, allocations will be reconciled
using actual readings. The reconciled amounts will be cashed out periodically.
Settlement – aggregated exit point data for a shipper will be a new interface from
Distribution. The existing settlement process in Transmission is largely unchanged
except for the need to re-run settlement once reconciliation has occurred within
Distribution.
Gas Point Register – the maintenance of a register of gas supply points (meter points)
and relevant information such as current shipper/supplier, consumption profile,
premise address and consumption history. This is a new requirement for the retail
market.
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Distribution Transport Charging – the calculation, billing, invoicing and debt
management/collection of distribution network charges on shippers (including the
Bord Gáis supply organisation). Currently charges are bundled and not billed
separately. Unbundling of charges and changes to the basis of charging are new
requirements for the retail market.
Metering service billing –charges for cyclical meter reading are already contained in
the tariffs. Billing for special meter reading activities for suppliers (including the
Bord Gáis supply organisation) will depend upon the cost recovery mechanisms and
any tariffs to be agreed with the regulator.
Distribution work billing – the calculation, billing, invoicing and debt
management/collection of charges for distribution network connection, maintenance
or extension activities on suppliers (including the Bord Gáis supply organisation).

6.5
6.5.1

Solution Overview of proposed systems solution
for Interim DCOP to 2004
The introduction of the interim DCOP and the Zonal STA will see the management of
nominations, allocations and balancing on zonal basis through the GTMS system. Sites
within a Distribution Zone will have Daily Metering (DM) equipment fitted providing end
of day consumption to the Distribution SCADA system, from here daily file transfers to the
GTMS will occur.
Shippers will have access to their aggregate off-take figures as well as the breakdown by site
through a standard GTMS web interface.
The necessary enhancements to the GTMS system will take place following market
agreement on relevant transportation contracts i.e. the interim DCOP and Zonal STA.

6.5.2

Solution for Retail Market Openings
The most appropriate strategy to implement the necessary functionality for further market
opening within the required timescale and at a reasonable cost is to utilise aspects of existing
Bord Gáis systems and data structures to support new and amended functionality.
To support the management of the gas point register, data collection and processing
functions it is proposed to develop a suite of applications. These will access a central
database of gas points that will be created from the existing Bord Gáis meter point database.
These applications will leverage some of the functionality of the existing applications,
thereby minimising the cost and risk associated with a new development.
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It is intended that a generic open interface will be published to allow all market participants
access the appropriate elements of Bord Gáis systems using a range of data communication
protocols. This will be a later phase of development and initially access to systems will be
by provided through access to proprietary systems over a secure network.
Charges for Distribution work will be processed through the Bord Gáis Distribution ledger
and charged to all shippers/suppliers in a similar manner.
6.5.3

Method of Implementing Logical Separation
The principal issue that must be addressed satisfactorily is assurance on the security of data.
This depends upon implementation of controls to ensure that access to data and information
is restricted to properly authorised organisations and personnel.
By using a secure database with a profile of each authorised user and associating each
customer / meter point with their level of authority, access can be restricted and effective
logical separation achieved.
This model will provide a single occurrence of core data controlled, managed and operated
by an appropriate authority. As new system requirements emerge and as existing systems are
redeveloped, consideration will be given to developing a separated database model where
appropriate.
The implementation of this logical separation of data will be rigorously tested and will be
subjected to independent auditing. The criteria associated with this auditing process will be
agreed with the CER and any consultative forum. The results from the audit would be made
available to all interested parties.

6.5.4

6.6

Supplier systems
All suppliers will receive meter readings from Bord Gáis in a similar manner. They will use
the readings to calculate bills and charge their customers. Each Supplier will determine how
they will utilise the data received from Bord Gáis to service their Billing, Credit Control and
CRM Systems. Bord Gáis Energy Supply has similar functions and existing systems have
been designed to operate in an integrated manner. Other suppliers may well duplicate the
integrated nature of these systems allowing external systems to pass data to and from Bord
Gáis in a transparent manner. The initial release will provide on-line access to enquiry and
update functions and batch transfer of readings.

Logical Separation
The key lesson from international experience (particularly in the UK and Australia) is that
logical separation has been regarded as an expedient approach to ensuring compliance with
business separation at market opening. Bord Gáis has previously presented material in
support of the logical separation of its systems. In brief, the arguments are as follows:
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Compliance - logical separation of systems with business process rules and controls
(such as enhanced access controls) is appropriate to enable market opening and the
change of supplier.
Data integrity – there will be greater data accuracy and completeness of data if the
existing single physical database is retained. High data quality is a market enabler.
The duplication of data that would necessarily arise as a result of physical separation
would potentially undermine the robustness of the market.
Lower Cost/Effort – the capital costs to implement physical separation (and
duplication) of data and systems will be substantially greater than logical separation.
On-going operational costs will also be greater. The use of a common system will
avoid divergence in the technical platform of these systems and hence avoid
additional, future development costs.
Lower risk – the system development risks will be lower if existing systems are
retained and extended. There is also a greater chance that systems can be
implemented in time to support the retail market.
Process efficiency – the utilisation of existing systems will facilitate the development
of new functionality, given that both the technology and database structure is known
and understood.
Effectively separate suppliers and network data and systems – a degree of
separation already exists in the Bord Gáis systems. External contractors, service
agents and business partners all participate in accessing and updating information.
This level of access and authority is controlled through an access module and strictly
monitored by a systems and database administration unit. It will be possible to
enhance the data security module to restrict data and information to properly
authorised organisations and personnel. Access would then be given equally to all
suppliers.

6.7
6.7.1

Testing and participant qualification
Internal systems testing model
The size and number of changes to systems to meet the requirements of the programme
justifies a structured approach to testing activities. A testing model recommended as the
basis for testing strategy formulation and planning, is the “V-Model” framework. This is a
structured testing approach that can be used with any project management or system
development methodology. The framework emphasizes quality from the initial
requirements stage through the final testing stage. It focuses on testing throughout the
development life-cycle, early development of test requirements, and early detection of
errors. Each major deliverable in the development process is assessed, verified, validated
and tested.
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The deliverables of each stage need to be verified and validated to ensure that they are
complete and correct. Work proceeds to the next stage in the “V-Model” when all project
deliverables in a stage have met all verification and validation requirements. The process of
verification and validation is an attempt to catch as many errors as possible within the
development life cycle, otherwise know as “stage containment”. Each successive stage of
testing ensures that the specifications defined in the deliverable of the corresponding stage
have been implemented. This is achieved by the early development of test requirements.
6.7.2

Operational and market entry testing
Operational Acceptance Testing (OAT) would not be a separate stream of testing but would
interact and co-operate with systems testing, integration testing (SIT), user acceptance
(UAT) and performance testing to provide evidence of the new and amended systems
operability as defined in a series of specified infrastructure requirements. If the Operational
requirements cannot be demonstrated by tests executed in other testing streams then a
separate plan will be needed describing the test methodologies to be undertaken to complete
OAT.
SIT will prove that the components inter-operate to support the functionality as described in
the High Level Design and as documented in the Operational documentation. This is the
first stage of testing that will involve those service components that have not been impacted
by the market opening developments. SIT should also prove that the set of components to
support the market opening operates in accordance with the non-functional requirements.
This stage of testing should cover those elements of operability, performance and
restart/recovery that need to be addressed across interfacing components.
The purpose of UAT will be to provide confidence that the programme systems, processes
and local working procedures satisfy the business requirements, as specified in the Market
Opening design documents.

6.7.3

Entry Process Testing
Entry Process Testing is something that Bord Gáis will need to specify to new
suppliers/shippers to ensure that their processes and interactions (messages and data items)
conform to the requirements of the systems and central processes. A possible structure and
relationship between business and systems implementation and testing phase is shown below
in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 – Programme Management and Implementation workstreams with testing
6.7.4

Data Integrity Management
Ownership and responsibility for integrity of the data held in gas supply point register is
required and it is anticipated that this will be provide by the Gas Point Registration
Operation. Good data integrity will benefit all market participants.
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7 Required Regulatory Framework
7.1

Introduction
Bord Gáis is committed to, and supportive of, the need to ensure that its entire business
operation is compliant with the full legal and regulatory framework as discussed in Section 2
of this “Blueprint”. The discussion below focuses on changes that Bord Gais believes will
be required to this framework to permit the introduction of further competition in gas
supply. In particular:
Business separation
Gas Point Registration (GPR) activities
Changes to existing legal, regulatory and commercial documentation
Retail market governance arrangements
Competition policy

7.2
7.2.1

Business Separation
Introduction
As set out in the Natural Gas Policy Framework, the CER is committed to the expansion of
competition in gas supply and the reform of the gas industry.
A key issue in ensuring that there is no distortion to the objective of delivering competition,
is the extent to which business activities are “ring-fenced”, or “separated”.
Bord Gáis is mindful of the requirement to see a level of separation appropriate to helping
the CER achieve its stated objectives. Bord Gáis believes that the following proposal
establishes the necessary level of separation across the Bord Gáis business structure and will
support the CER in achieving all of the above objectives.

7.2.2

The Scope of Business Separation
Business separation when applied to utility-type businesses can take a variety of forms:
Ownership – requiring different activities to be owned by different legal entities.
Management – ensuring that decisions in one business are taken without direct or
indirect reference to the other businesses, in other words, ensuring that the businesses
have different reporting lines.
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Accounting - requiring companies to provide separate financial accounts for different
activities.
Branding – requiring businesses to re-brand themselves and market their activities
separately.
Staff – restricting the transfer of staff between different business units.
Location– requiring that different businesses be conducted in separate locations, or
separate areas in the same location.
Data – ensuring that businesses do not have access to data that is rightfully owned by
one business, but not freely available to other businesses.
Systems – requiring businesses to use different systems.
There are specific issues in relation to the Irish Gas market that need to be addressed when
choosing the most appropriate model of business separation for Bord Gáis. The issues are
particularly relevant when considering the full opening of the retail market:
Competition and Barriers to Entry – whether the proposed model will act against
the interest of the consumer, and create barriers to entry.
Size and Maturity of the Market – whether the market is of sufficient size to support
the break-up of activities, without adversely increasing costs to the consumer. Linked
to this is whether the market is mature or still needs to grow to deliver the market size
necessary to deliver lowest cost to consumers throughout the value chain.
The Existence of Economies of Scale and Scope – whether the model will destroy
scale and scope economies to such an extent that the business will become inefficient
and the consumer will suffer economically, and through declining service standards.
Financing the Functions – whether the regulated business is able to maintain
investment grade credit rating and continue as a going concern.
Legislation – whether legislation such as the Gas Act, European Directive, Licensing
Regime, Data Protection Act require specific activities to be separated or to be
combined.
Consistency with electricity – whether proposed arrangements in gas cause
unnecessary distortion to the development of competition in electricity supply.
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The competitiveness of gas – whether the arrangements have a material effect on the
competitiveness of gas in relation to other fuels, such as oil.
7.2.3

Bord Gáis position on Separation
When considering the issue of separation in the context of retail market opening, it is useful
to consider the Bord Gáis business in terms of two groups: Energy Supply and the Gas
Transportation Network (Transmission and Distribution, including gas point registration
activities).
The Supply Business
The strategic intent for the Bord Gáis Supply Business is to operate, within the fully
liberalised retail gas market, on a stand-alone basis, within the ownership of Bord Gáis.
During the period from 2002 until full market opening, Bord Gáis proposes to organise
Supply into two units under a common management structure – non-eligible customers and
eligible customers. These separate activities will be re-combined into one unit for the
purposes of full market opening post 2005.
During the transition period, the gas trading function will serve both non-eligible and
eligible, with strict controls on data. The costs of gas trading will be allocated to each arm,
with each of non-eligible and eligible functions (as well as other activities) having separate
accounts. The principles of separation from 2002 to 2005 will be to ensure transparency and
no cross subsidisation between eligible and non-eligible markets. The main areas of
separation will be as follows:
All eligible customers will be managed separately from the non-eligible customers,
with sales and service staff in the eligible function dedicated to these activities and
appropriate separation of data available to each section.
Eligible and non-eligible sections will be separated in accounting terms.
A single procurement function will be operated with auditable actions on gas
purchased for non-eligible and eligible activities. All gas capacity and volume
transactions will be posted to appropriate accounts.
Bord Gáis will implement logical separation of non-eligible and eligible supply
systems from the networks businesses - systems will be accessible only by function.
There will be operational separation of the non-eligible and eligible sales functions.
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Staff will be trained to ensure that they are aware of compliance and regulatory issues,
for example, in terms of behaviour, data access, abuse of dominance, anti competitive behaviour, and discrimination.
A code of conduct for all staff in the eligible function will be established and
implemented.
Bord Gáis will appoint a Compliance Officer to ensure and report on the effectiveness
of ring-fencing arrangements.
The strict separation between the Supply business and the Network businesses will be
maintained upon creation of the single integrated supply business operation for full
competitive opening post 2005.
The Gas Transportation Network Business
It is a necessary condition for the introduction of retail competition, that the gas
transportation network business should be separated from the gas supply business and that
strict auditable controls should be placed on data, systems, staff, and managerial control.
Bord Gáis proposals reflect the critical separation of supply and transportation activities.
In addition, a specific area of activity that will need to be undertaken as the retail market is
opened to competition, is the registration and transfer of supply points between Shippers /
Suppliers. This is known as Gas Point Registration (GPR). Bord Gáis will manage GPR
activities, within the Gas Transportation business.
Irrespective of the degree of separation within the gas transportation network business, it
will be important to ensure that the Shipper, Supplier and consumer are faced with clarity,
and a minimum number of contact points to ensure that service delivery is maintained and
where possible enhanced as a result of competition.
Key Features
In line with the above description for Energy Supply and the Gas Transportation Network
business, the Bord Gáis proposed model for business separation has a number of key
features that represent the needs of Bord Gáis, while reflecting regulatory objectives and
ensuring that Bord Gáis is compliant with the needs of the competitive market:
Common ownership – Bord Gáis’ Board wish to retain ownership of all businesses in
the Bord Gáis portfolio, enabling efficient financing and reflecting the company’s
strategic direction.
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Separate management – Bord Gáis acknowledges the need for separate management
of certain businesses, ensuring that management focus is applied at the appropriate
business area and enabling the delivery of service and efficiency to the customer.
Accounting – accounting separation and transparency applied to key business
activities.
Central Services - all business units within the Bord Gáis corporate structure will
have access to shared services such as HR, Finance and IT.
Staff and Location – the movement of staff between relevant business units will be
restricted.
Data and Systems – As discussed above, Bord Gáis proposes a design based on a
logical separation of the core Bord Gáis systems with open, secure, access for market
participants. Bord Gáis accepts that the adoption of this approach implies the need for
mechanisms such as audit and codes of conduct to ensure that there is no sharing of
competitive information across organisational boundaries.
Branding – all Bord Gáis businesses will adopt the Bord Gáis brand. However, the
gas transportation network business and supply businesses will be differentiated by
“sub-branding”.
A schematic representation of the Bord Gáis model of business separation can be seen
below:
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7.2.4

Gas Point Registration Activities
In the interests of facilitating competition and communication in the newly liberalised
market, and in agreement with the CER, Bord Gáis will need to take on additional
responsibilities and administer new business processes. These responsibilities, which are
likely to be set out in the distribution licence and the Code of Operations, will include
responsibility for:
Gas Point Registration – maintaining a register of valid market participants, a unique
identifier for every Gas Point and data on the relationship between Gas Points and
suppliers for every Gas Point. Bord Gáis will be the prime source of all meter point
technical, commercial and consumption data.
Meter Reading Authorisation – the administration of meter reading processes.
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Data Processing - the acquisition, validation and provision of metering readings to
transporters and suppliers.
Data Aggregation – the production and application of gas estimates (profiles) and the
derivation of capacity, nomination and settlement data.
Control and co-ordination – including liaison with the CER and between market
participants. This will include:
−

reporting on the operation of the retail market processes and systems, and

−

the provision of support to market participants who are seeking to utilise the
retail market arrangements.

These responsibilities were described in more detail in earlier sections of the “Blueprint”.
In practice, none of the GPR activities can be separated from the Distribution business. For
both operational and commercial reasons, the Distribution business requires gas point
registration and meter reading data. An operationally distinct interim Gas Point Registration
Operator (GPRO) for Daily Meter Customers has been set up within Bord Gais Distribution
Business Unit. It is expected that its operations will be further defined in light of discussions
and ongoing thought process, for the proposed market openings for all Industrial and
Commercial Users and then all Residential Customers.
In a number of cases, these responsibilities will be supported by new and amended systems
and processes. Where systems development work is required, Bord Gáis will be responsible
for:
Managing the development and commissioning of these systems.
Ensuring appropriate testing and, where relevant, accreditation of systems and
processes developed by other participants (insofar as these interface with, and might
impact the performance of, Bord Gáis systems).
Bord Gáis will also be responsible for capturing and recovering costs associated with the
establishment and operation of new processes, systems, legal and institutional arrangements.
In fulfilling all of these responsibilities Bord Gáis will act in a non-discriminatory manner.

7.3

Impact on existing legal, regulatory and commercial documentation
Much of the legal and regulatory architecture, discussed in the above section, is yet to be
implemented. Key commercial arrangements that will need to change are:
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A single, unified, Code of Operations (consisting of the Transmission Code of
Operations (TCOP) and the associated Standard Transportation Agreements, and the
Distribution Code of Operations (DCOP) with associated Framework Agreements)
The SLA covering the off-take arrangements between the Transmission and
Distribution transportation systems
Bord Gáis Commercial agreements.
7.3.1

Code of Operations
A single, unified, Code of Operations will need to be created, covering the transmission and
distribution system. In order to facilitate this, the Transmission Code of Operations
(TCOP) will need to be amended, through the normal TCOP modification process, to ensure
that the gas transportation network can function effectively from end-to-end from a
commercial and operational basis. The likely processes that will require modification are
The establishment of a zonal STA to contractualise the transportation of gas to the
distribution network.
The transfer of information to and from Distribution.
The specific transfer of information and obligations within the settlement process.
The specific transfer of information and obligations within the reconciliation process.
Forecasting and the gas capacity statement.
Gas system operational interface requirements (capacity, nominations).
The Distribution Code of Operations (DCOP) will need to be created, as part of the
unified Code of Operations, to meet the requirements of the fully competitive gas retail
market.
A framework agreement will be required to contractualise the terms by which the Shipper
has access to the distribution network and receives specific transportation services.
The currently proposed Interim Distribution Code of Operations will be replaced by a more
comprehensive document that will most likely cover the following processes:
Demand Estimation – the rules by which Bord Gáis will estimate the consumption in
respect of NDM sites and the procedures for providing forecasts in advance of the gas
day and the subsequent nomination of gas take.
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Settlement – the rules by which Bord Gáis will allocate aggregate gas demand
between shippers and facilitate billing for transportation services.
Reconciliation – the rules by which Bord Gáis will make financial adjustments to
Shipper / Suppliers accounts following the receipt of actual meter readings for NDM
sites, corrected DM readings and in respect of adjustments arising from disputed bills.
Meter Operations – the contractual arrangements under which Bord Gáis will ensure
that Shippers / Suppliers have an appropriate meter at each meter point, including
matters such as meter accuracy, calibration, exchange, installation.
Data Collection – the contractual arrangement by which Bord Gáis will ensure that
meters are read on time on behalf of Shippers / Suppliers. This will include DM,
NDM, cyclical and “special” (such as opening & closing readings on change of
supplier) readings.
Data Transfer – the processes and timescales by which Bord Gáis and Shippers /
Suppliers will transfer data, including change of tenancy, supply point transfer, meter
reading data.
Data Validation – the rules by which Bord Gáis will validate and accept / reject data
passed to it from Shippers / Suppliers.
Change of Supplier – the rules by which Bord Gáis, Shippers / Suppliers will operate
to ensure that customers can switch Supplier.
Systems and Interfaces – the specification of systems, file formats and web
interfaces for Bord Gáis, Shippers / Suppliers.
Service Standards – the standards of performance on both Bord Gáis and Shippers /
Suppliers, for example the timing of meter reading data and the change of suppler
process.
Testing – the requirements for shippers’ systems and processes to be tested prior to
their involvement in the revised market arrangements and the associated processes and
related timetables.
7.3.2

Bord Gáis Commercial agreements
Bord Gáis will ensure that a number of commercial agreements are reviewed and possibly
amended to satisfy their needs under full retail competition. Areas likely to be considered
are:
Service Provider contracts (such as metering).
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The introduction of Service Level Agreements between separated business units and
central service providers within Bord Gáis.
Supply Contracts
Gas Purchase Contracts

7.4

Proposed retail Market Governance Arrangements
Governance of participants in the retail market will most likely be achieved through the
application of five instruments, previously detailed in Section 2:
European legislation / directives.
National legislation.
Industry
Industry Contract
Voluntary Agreement
The CER will also have other powers, outside of the licence regime, for enforcing corrective
action, for example with regard to anti-competitive practices.

7.4.1

Energy Supply
Bord Gáis Energy Supply will have a Supply Licence, the terms of which are governed by
the CER. Modification to the standard terms will be a matter for the CER; most likely
through industry consultation on proposed changes.
Bord Gáis does not see a requirement for the business of Energy Supply to be governed by a
specific contractual code of operation, other than when those operations are reliant on the
performance of the distribution and transmission network (in areas such as capacity trading,
supply point administration, metering, meter reading).
For the purposes of full market opening, the Energy Supply business will agree the scope of
any voluntary codes of practice and the nature of any overall and guaranteed service
standards that may be required under the terms of their licence.

7.4.2

Gas Transportation Network business
Both Transmission and Distribution will be governed by legislation through the terms of the
Transmission and Distribution Licences, enacted under the Gas Act. Changes to the
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standard terms and conditions will be the responsibility of the CER, most likely following
industry consultation.
The network-based code of operations (consisting of the TCOP and DCOP, to be approved
by the CER) will continue to form the basis of the contractual and commercial governance
of the networks.
The Gas Transporter will continue to have responsibility for maintaining the TCOP.
Following a recent modification, the responsibility for chairing the modification forum falls
to the CER. Through their chairmanship, the CER will be responsible for agreeing changes
that are to be implemented. Bord Gáis supports this change.
The current TCOP modification process has the following features:
Chair and authorisation - CER
Secretariat – Gas Transporter (Bord Gáis).
Modification forum – consisting of Producers, Shippers, the Transporter and
“interested” third parties. The forum debates change proposals and recommends the
process for change (including the formation and membership of working groups).
There is no restriction on membership and up to 35 parties have so far been able to
attend the forum and input to the process.
Process – the standard modification process consists of 3 steps as follows:
−

Submission of proposal

−

Response period

−

Public consultation period

For more complex modifications, the Modification Forum may commission specific
working groups, whose terms of reference, timetable and process are agreed by
consensus.
The interim DCOP is soon to be implemented for current market opening. For full market
opening the interim DCOP will be absorbed into the single, unified, Code of Operations. It
is anticipated that the distribution specific elements of the Code of Operations will be
subject to the same change process as outlined above.
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The CER may choose, from time to time, to establish significant market change programmes
and industry consultation to deal with specific issues, however any subsequent contractual
changes to the Code of Operations will be subject to the above change process.
In Bord Gáis’ view, the need for voluntary agreements will be limited. In the event that the
CER requires some form of guidelines on certain issues, Bord Gáis may consider whether
there is merit in establishing voluntary Codes of Practice for these activities.

7.5

Proposed arrangements for resolving market disputes
There is currently a process for the resolution of market disputes, enshrined in the TCOP. It
is proposed that this process is used as the basis for resolving market disputes in the fully
liberalised retail market.
Adopting the TCOP process as a template, the proposed market dispute process will have
the following key features
A dispute would be raised by a party, via a “ Dispute Notice”.
The dispute would be referred to a “mediator” to be appointed between the parties.
If the dispute is not resolved within 30 days of the date of the dispute notice, the
dispute will be settled by the Arbitration Act 1954 to1980.
The parties will bear their own costs and expenses arising from mediation.
Some specific disputes may require the appointment of an “expert”. The specific
instances in which this course of action may be applied will be specified in the
contract, along with a timescale and escalation procedure. The determination of the
expert will be final and binding.
The Transporter will be cash neutral unless an expert or court directs that the
Transporter failed in its duty as a Reasonable and Prudent Operator.

7.6

Competition Policy
Three areas of policy which are relevant to retail competition fall under the general heading
of “competition policy”:
Marketing Code of Conduct
Supplier of Last Resort
Gas Transportation Business Credit Policy
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7.6.1

Marketing Code of Conduct
Rules governing the way in which energy suppliers market their products exist in most
liberalised energy markets. Bord Gáis believes that a comparable framework will be
required in the Irish gas market.
Bord Gáis believes that two principles should guide the development of a marketing code of
conduct:
Level playing field. It is essential that the gas marketing code is the same as any
comparable code developed for the electricity sector. Differences between the
markets may lead to entrants from one market having a significant advantage over
entrants in the other.
Effective. The arrangements must provide the right incentives to deliver a high level
of effective customer protection.
Key issues
Bord Gáis believes that there are a number of issues relating to customer protection that will
need to be addressed before the framework is agreed. These are outlined in turn below:
Formal or voluntary. Customer protection may be organised on a formal or
voluntary basis. Formal customer protection is a set of rules and regulations that are
legally enforceable, either through regulatory action, or by other means of legal
redress (e.g. a combination of general legislation, and specific industry regulation). In
contrast, voluntary regimes are arrangements that are typically not legally enforceable,
but which constitute codes of conduct by which retailers agree to abide. Following
international precedent, Bord Gáis recommends that a formal framework of customer
protection be adopted.
Identifying malpractice. Formal breaches of regulations may be defined by either
the breaking of some “threshold” number of complaints, or whenever a genuine
complaint about a supplier is received. In markets where there are a low number of
transfers (hence a comparatively low number of complaints), it is possible to
investigate each complaint individually, and treat each genuine complaint as a breach.
Given the size of the Irish energy market, Bord Gáis believes this to be the most
appropriate approach.
Penalties. Following a breach, it is essential that penalties are severe enough to
discourage any further breaches, but also not so excessive as to be fundamentally
unfair. There are a number of penalties that may be applied, ranging from public
criticism of a supplier by the regulatory agency, through to revocation of the licence to
supply. One of the most effective approaches (used to good effect, for example, in
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New South Wales and Ontario) is to levy a financial penalty on suppliers who commit
a breach (which may be defined in terms of a fixed amount, or with reference to the
size of the supplier in question). Bord Gáis recommends that a fixed financial penalty
per breach be levied on offending suppliers. This has the advantage of being both
transparent (as the implications of unfair selling practices are clear to all), and also of
being equitable.
Scope. The most common elements of customer protection regulations are highlighted
below:
−

An undertaking not to mislead or exert undue pressure on customers, or in
any other way abuse a customer’s trust.

−

A requirement to ensure that a customer knows that they are entering into a
contract to switch supplier.

−

Restrictions on times within which sales agents are permitted to contact
customers.

−

A requirement for sales representatives to provide identification.

−

An undertaking to select appropriate staff, take all reasonable steps to train
them appropriately, and audit their performance.

The terms of a marketing code of conduct will need to be agreed by all participants in the
industry. Bord Gáis therefore proposes that the development of such a code is taken forward
by an industry working group.
7.6.2

“Supplier of Last Resort”
The introduction of retail competition in energy markets raises the risk that suppliers may
occasionally fail. Customers need to be certain that their supplies will not be interrupted in
the event of a retailer failure. For this reason, most liberalised energy markets specify some
arrangement for a “Supplier of Last Resort” to take responsibility for customers, in the event
that their supplier is unable to continue to supply them12.
There are a number of principles that should influence the design of any proposed “Supplier
of Last Resort” arrangement:

12

“Supplier of Last Resort” arrangements do not usually apply to larger customers. This is because it is
assumed that large customers are capable of negotiating new supply contracts (whereas smaller customers need
extra protection). It is also assumed that these customers will have negotiated contracts with their suppliers,
and will therefore have made a proper assessment of the commercial risks involved.
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Transfer to an appropriate supplier. The arrangement should ensure that customers
are transferred to a supplier that is financially strong, and who has the ability to
service the customers transferred to it.
Tariff and conditions offered to transferred customers. The process must ensure
that customers receive fair prices, terms and conditions following transfer to the
“Supplier of Last Resort”. At the same time, the process should not place an unfair
burden on the appointed retailer.
Limit market distortion. The process by which customers are allocated to the
“Supplier of Last Resort” should limit distortions to competition in the market.
Information. Finally, the process must place responsibility on one party (normally
the “Supplier of Last Resort”) to keep transferred customers fully informed. In
particular, customers need to fully understand the new terms and conditions that they
hold with the “Supplier of Last Resort”, and the date at which the transfer became
effective.
“Trigger” events
A number of different forms of “trigger” can be used to define the start of the Supplier of
Last Resort process:
Licence revocation. There are many reasons why a regulatory authority may revoke
the licence to supply (including gross malpractice, or if, in the opinion of the
regulator, the supplier is unable to continue to supply its customers). A sensible
trigger for the “Supplier of Last Resort” process to begin would be a situation where
the licence to supply is withdrawn, and the retailer in question still holds customers.
Request from the supplier. If the supplier is no longer able to supply customers (and
has decided that, for whatever reason, it does not want to, or is unable to transfer or
sell these customers to another retailer), it may notify the regulator that it cannot
continue.
Failure to comply with critical market systems obligations. There may be serious
implications (in terms of market operation, efficiency and safety) if a supplier is
unable to fulfil its systems obligations. If this occurs, the regulator may deem that the
supplier is unable to continue, and initiate the “Supplier of Last Resort” process.
Suspension / termination of the supplier’s right to trade in the wholesale market.
In the view of Bord Gáis, a decline in financial viability, or the appointment of receivers to a
supplier is not an appropriate trigger to start the process. This is because when a supplier is
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facing financial difficulty, the retail customer base of the supplier in question may be one of
the supplier’s key assets.
Selection of the Supplier of Last Resort
The “Supplier of Last Resort” may be selected in a number of ways. The alternatives
include:
the incumbent supply business;
the supplier(s) who offer the best terms and conditions to transferred customers; or
the allocation of customers to all remaining suppliers in the industry, for example on a
pro rata basis.
The process followed in a number of retail markets (notably New South Wales and Victoria)
provides for the incumbent supply business to be the “Supplier of Last Resort”. The key
arguments for doing this is are that:
the incumbent supplier is typically a well-established (hence usually financially
secure) supplier and is likely to remain in the market long-term;
incumbent suppliers will have systems and processes that are robust enough to be able
to absorb extra customers efficiently; and
this approach is simple to establish (through licence conditions), and the
responsibilities on participants involved are clear.
An alternative option is to assign customers to the supplier that offers the best terms and
conditions for the customers that are being transferred. This process would entail an
independent party (normally either the regulator) “tendering” out the customer base of the
failed supplier to the market. This is the approach that will be adopted in the UK by Ofgem.
Ofgem maintain a list of suppliers who are willing to act as “Suppliers of Last Resort”.
Ofgem will appoint a supplier of last resort based on information including:
whether they will be able to provide a continued service to their current customers if
they take on the new customers;
whether they will still be able to operate industry processes;
how they plan to "deal with the new customers" (for example, information provision,
etc.);
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whether they want to use the bond or levy arrangements (i.e. will the “Supplier of
Last Resort” make a claim on the assets of the previous supplier); and
the deemed prices applicable to the customer groups.
Ofgem’s approach has the advantage of ensuring that the supplier that offers the best terms
secures the customer base. For this reason, Bord Gáis believes that the Ofgem approach is
preferable to an approach in which Bord Gáis was automatically appointed as “supplier of
last resort”. In order to minimise the potential of damaging delays at the time of supplier
default, Bord Gáis believes that it would be appropriate for the CER to hold an annual
“tender” to select a short list of potential Suppliers of Last Resort.
7.6.3

Gas Transportation Business Credit Policy
In liberalised retail energy markets, there is a material risk that retailers may default and, as
a result, Bord Gáis may be exposed to significant risks from default on Network Business
payments13. This applies equally to the recovery of transmission and distribution charges
and to the recovery of connection charges.
Bord Gáis does not believe that it is appropriate for the gas network businesses to bear the
risk of supplier default for two key reasons:
It will result in a redistribution of funds from customers to creditors: If the gas
network businesses bear the risk of default, the action of the price control regime will
result in an increase in tariffs in subsequent years. In effect, this results in a
redistribution of funds from customers to the creditors of the defaulting supplier.
By exposing the gas network businesses to greater risks there will be a consequential
increase in their cost of capital that will need to be reflected in the level of future
tariffs.
An alternative arrangement is to require shippers to provide enough credit cover to ensure
that all payments that are owing to the network business are guaranteed. There are
numerous forms of credit cover, the most common of which are:
cash deposited in an escrow account;
a bond or letter of credit from a group member with a suitable credit rating or from a
financial institution with a banking licence issued under Section 9 of the Central Bank
Act 1971;

13

In the UK, the combination of the collapse of Independent Energy in September 2000 and Enron in
December 2001 led to a total of approximately £25m of bad debts for the UK distribution industry.
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a parent company guarantee; or
requiring the supplier to have an approved credit rating14.
Of these options only the first two provide a guarantee that the gas network businesses will
not be exposed to the risk of supplier default. For this reason, Bord Gáis favours an
approach, which involves the provision of cash through an escrow arrangement or a letter of
credit. As further protection to the transmission and distribution businesses, Bord Gáis
believes it may be appropriate to allow for the situation where, in extremis, it is possible to
draw-down on the cash / letters of credit deposited by all shippers in the event of a situation
of default.
Enforcement is a critical issue in all regimes where suppliers provide credit cover. If
network businesses are unable to apply suitable sanctions or incentives on suppliers who
breach credit cover rules, they will find it difficult to secure the necessary level of cover
(especially when the financial position of the supplier is deteriorating)15. Existing methods
of enforcement (through legal enforcement or a determination by the regulator) are slow and
lengthy processes. These may be inappropriate for if the supplier is approaching bankruptcy
rapidly, such as was the case in the collapse of Enron. The arrangements for enforcing
compliance will need further consideration.

14

Alternative approaches include requiring suppliers to obtain insurance or enter into an industry bond
arrangement. However, such approaches are associated with a number of practical difficulties.
15
As invoking such sanctions will signal the weakness of the supplier to financial markets.
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8 Development Programme for Retail Market Opening
8.1
8.1.1

Key Activities to prepare
Work Breakdown Structure
Retail competition programmes are typically larger and more complex than wholesale
competition programs. They involve significant numbers of stakeholders, often with
conflicting interests.
The implementation of retail competition requires a wide range of different but related
activities to be identified, planned, managed and executed in a coordinated manner. In
broad terms, these activities can be grouped under the four phases of an implementation
process:
Envision, during which the conceptual design of the new arrangements is developed
and agreed; the current work to define the “Blueprint” embraces the activities of this
phase.
Detailed Design, which involves the extension and development of the ‘Vision’ into a
detailed design that must be signed-off prior to commencing the design and
development of business processes and IT systems.
Development, which involves the development of the wide range of business
processes and IT systems that are needed to support a retail market implementation;
Implementation, during which the new arrangements are tested and implemented,
and the transition is made to operational running.
The following diagram illustrates some of the key activities for each broad phase.
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Envision

Detailed
Design

Development

Implementation

Programme Management
Stakeholder Management & Communication
Design Management
Readiness Monitoring
Procurement

Institutions

High Level Market Principles

Market
MarketProcedures
Procedures

Functional Design

Infrastructure

Operational Responsibilities

Business
BusinessProcesses
Processes

Technical Design

Participant
Data Cleansing
Support

Regulatory Principles

Systems
SystemsRequirements
Requirements

Systems Build

Training

Legal Architecture

Regulatory
RegulatoryFramework
Framework

Module Testing

Participant
Support
Market Testing

Systems Testing

Qualification
Monitoring
readiness

“Blueprint”

Program scope & phasing

Outline Systems Architecture
Qualification

Market
Marketrules
rules

Charging
ChargingPrinciples
Principles
Contracts
Contracts&&Agreements
Agreements
Audit
AuditPlan
Plan

User Acceptance Testing

Market Testing
Communication
Communication
‘Go Live’
‘Go Live’

A brief description of the activities can be found in the table below. There are likely to be
other activities, associated with the full market opening. Those activities relate to changes
to support the volume of transactions and the quality of data associated with the residential
market, however they have not been indicated here at this stage.
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Phase

Activity

All Phases

Programme
Management

Stakeholder
Management
and
Communication
Design Control

Monitoring
readiness
Envision

Scope and
Phasing
High Level
Market
Principles
Operational
Responsibilities
Regulatory
Principles
Commercial and
Legal
Architecture
High Level
Systems
Architecture

Qualification

Comment
Scoping, design and establishment of the overall
program of activities.
Ongoing program management
Issue management
Risk management
Active management of stakeholder interests
Proactive communication with stakeholders.

Proactive management of the design.
Analysis and communication of the design as it
develops, including changes to the design
Continuous assessment of the level of preparations
made by central organisations and market
participants
Decisions are required on the scope and phasing of
competition liberalisation, e.g. how will competition
be phased in across different customer categories
Development and agreement of market principles

Definition and allocation of operational
responsibilities
Identification of requirements for new institutions
Identification of key regulatory issues and agreement
of key regulatory principles
Definition of overall commercial and legal
architecture.
Definition of the key components of the overall
systems solution
High level definition of how these will be
configured, including what will be centralised and
what will be distributed
Identification of the preferred approach to the
qualification of market participants
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Phase

Activity

Detailed Design

Market Rules &
Procedures

Development of
business
processes
Systems
Requirements
Regulatory
Framework
Charging
Principles

Development

Contracts and
Agreements
Audit Plan
Procurement
Functional
Design
Technical
Design
Systems Build
Module Testing

Systems Testing
User
Acceptance
Testing
Implementation Institutions
Infrastructure

Comment
Development and documentation of detailed Market
Rules
Development and documentation of key market
processes and procedures
Design and development of business processes and
procedures
Definition of business requirements to be met by IT
systems.
Development and agreement of new and amended
regulatory controls.
Development and agreement of the arrangements for
recovering appropriate development and operating
costs.
Development and agreement of new and amended
contracts and agreements.
Specification of (changes to) the market audit plan.
All stages of contracting for and procurement of IT
systems
Development and agreement of functional
specifications for IT systems
Technical design for IT systems
Design of the physical IT infrastructure, including
hardware and communications networks
Development and configuration of new systems.
Amendment of existing systems.
Testing of the individual systems components, prior
to Systems testing
Testing of new and amended systems.
Testing that systems and procedures work together
effectively in line with Market Rules
Amendment of the roles and responsibilities of
existing institutions.
Establishment of supporting infrastructure, including
new metering requirements.
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Phase

Activity
Data Cleansing

Training

Participant
Support
Qualification
Market Testing

Communication
‘Go Live’
Decision

8.1.2

Comment
Improving the quality of data held on systems and
databases where appropriate in line with the
standards required by the market
Ensuring all market participants and staff are trained
in the operation of new business processes and
systems
Providing support to market participants in meeting
mandatory market requirements
Urging and pushing participants in their preparations
Qualification of existing and new market
participants for the retail market
Comprehensive and co-ordinated end-to-end ‘meter
to bank’ testing of systems and business processes
across all market participants and central
organisations
Public and customer communication campaigns to
explain the new arrangements
Setting criteria for ‘Go-Live’
reviewing progress, status and issues
Making the ‘Go-Live’ decision

Schedule of activities
There are a number of factors that will influence the effort required and time taken to
implement the retail market arrangements – these include:
the size of system: for a small system such as the gas system in Ireland, the lower
volumes of data to be dealt with and the tendency (driven largely by the greater
imperative to keep costs down) to implement more “fit for purpose” solutions should
allow for a quicker implementation process;
complexity of design: the simpler the design (i.e. the smaller the number of complex
processes and the fewer interfaces between organisations required) the quicker the
implementation process;
degree of direction in the implementation process: a key determinant of the time
taken to design and implement the arrangements is the extent to which the process is
proactively driven (i.e. when decisions taken are on issues after a short consultation
process, and there is directive programme management when required to ensure
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progress and consistency) – typically by the regulator. Where there is an overemphasis on consultation or consensus, or a lack of proactive overall direction, the
implementation process will be significantly extended; and
gas vs. electricity: care should be taken when using benchmarks for retail competition
implementation timescales from the electricity sector. Gas markets, particularly
where the settlement period is a day rather than a half hour, are much simpler than
electricity markets (to take a very simple measure, settlement data volumes are 1/48th
of those required for a half-hourly settled power market).
The discussion focuses on the activities and timeline for implementation of arrangements for
Industrial & Commercial Retail Market Opening on the assumption that the arrangements
for Residential Retail Market Opening will in large part involve extending these processes
and systems, and will require limited “new” design activity. Accordingly, Bord Gáis has
established a timeline that will permit implementation of arrangements to support the new
arrangements in Industrial & Commercial Market Opening – activities required to support
the Residential Market Opening have not been shown. It should be noted that this schedule
cannot be achieved without timely decisions on critical issues.
However, Bord Gáis is still at a very early stage in the development process and significant
uncertainties remain (not least around the management of the implementation process and
the extent to which the regulator will manage proactively). For this reason, the timeline
should still be viewed as indicative, for planning purposes only.
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The schedule below places each of these activities on an indicative timeline to indicate both
the likely scheduling of tasks within the four broad phases identified above, and also to
RETAIL COMPETITION IMPLEMENTATION TIMETABLE - INDICATIVE
"Blueprint"
Period
ALL PHASES

And Market Rules

1

2

3

4

5

Month
6 7

8

9

10 11 12

< 8 to 12 Months >

Programme Management
Stakeholder Management & Communication
Design Control
Readiness Monitoring
DETAILED DESIGN
Market Rules & Procedures
System Requirements
Business Processes
Regulatory Framework
Charging Principles
Contracts & Agreements
Audit Plan
DEVELOPMENT
Procurement
Functional Design
Technical Design
System Build
Module & Systems Testing
User Acceptance Testing
IMPLEMENTATION
Institutions
Infrastructure
Data Cleansing
Training
Participant Support
Qualification
Market Testing
Communication
"Go Live"

provide some indication of their likely duration.
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8.1.3

Critical dates
A number of key milestones will be established once the industry programme is underway.
However the indicative schedule of activity suggests that some dates are critical for delivery
of the programme.
Milestone

Description

Date

Blueprint agreed

Agreed position on the high-level
design of the competitive retail
market.

3 to 5 Months

Market rules agreed

System requirements agreed

Agreed set of rules based on the
blueprint, from which detailed
processes, procedures and
commercial arrangements can be
developed.
Agreed systems requirements
specification for all systems and
interfaces, consistent with the
agreed market rules.

Dependent on Industry

)
)
)

Regulatory regime agreed

Systems built

Testing complete

Design of all licences, codes of
practice, codes of conduct, overall
and guaranteed standards of
performance.
All systems and interfaces built
and ready for testing.
All systems and interfaces tested
(including market testing)

)
) 8 to 12 Months after agreement
on the Market Rules
)
)
)

Commercial agreements in place

Go-live

TCOP, DCOP, licences, ancillary
agreements, SLAs, signed.

)

“Big-bang” or phased roll-out.

On-going
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8.1.4

Critical success factors and key enablers
International experience demonstrates that there are a number of factors that are critical to
the successful delivery of the programme for full retail competition:
Overall Accountability: The programme for full retail competition will be difficult to
manage and co-ordinate if there is no obvious point of accountability and if decisions
on the course of the program cannot be enforced. There ought to be an organisation
and a senior sponsor with overall accountability for the program, this must be the
CER. Given the pivotal role that Bord Gáis must play in order for the programme to
be successful. Bord Gais will appoint an individual with accountability for Bord Gáis
deliverables. It is critical that other market participants do likewise.
Drive and Momentum: Throughout the life of the program, Bord Gáis and the CER
must play a critical role in providing drive and maintaining momentum. This is
important because modifying the existing arrangements may not be in the interests of
all market participants.
Decision-Making Process: At times, decisions will be unpopular with certain parts of
the industry. Delays in making decisions will have a knock-on impact on delivery
timescales and potentially cost. It is imperative that rapid and effective
decision-making and issues escalation processes are put in place. These must be
binding and, ideally, will have widespread support.
Stakeholder Management: For the reasons set out above, a number of different
parties, with different objectives, will be involved in the implementation of retail
competition. The proactive management of these differing interests is key to
achieving a successful implementation. Ensuring effective communication to and
from stakeholders is vital.
Design Control: Because the implementation of retail competition requires the
alignment of activities across many organisations there needs to be a common and
comprehensive understanding of the design that is being implemented. Changes to the
design also need to be carefully and appropriately managed. In particular, if the new
arrangements are to be implemented in a cost effective way, it is important that
decisions are taken quickly, are made binding and are not subsequently revised.
Simplicity: There is significant scope for making the arrangements for retail
competition more complicated than they need to be, especially if multiple stakeholders
are involved in the design process. It is critical that all parties work together to
simplify the design wherever feasible.
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Data Cleansing: In a number of countries, retail competition has fallen foul of data
problems. Assessing the need for prior data cleansing and ensuring that data is robust
is key.
Realistic Plans: It is critical that rigorous plans are developed that reflect the time
needed to make decisions and the interdependencies between different activities. It is
also essential that adequate time is allowed to develop and test the new arrangements
once they have been designed.
Cost Recovery: Industry participants need to understand how they will be able to
recover their financial investment in retail competition. Without this understanding, it
will be difficult to secure commitment to the change ahead.
Programme Management: A programme of activity as complex as the
implementation of retail competition cannot be achieved without strong and robust
program management skills.
System Changes: The experience of the introduction of competition in other
jurisdictions, provides pointers to the prerequisites for the effective and efficient
implementation of system changes:

8.2
8.2.1

−

Business Requirements - clear and detailed business requirements based upon
an agreed industry design (including role definitions, processes, information
flows, and performance levels).

−

Implementation strategy – the approach and timing of system developments
needs to be agreed.

−

Testing – will be required to be performed in a structured way. Testing will
need to include such stages as internal and external integration testing,
operational acceptance testing and, potentially, market entry testing or
accreditation of other participants.

Programme Organisation and Governance
Objectives of the programme
Programme organisation and governance is a critical element of achieving full retail
competition. Failure to establish a robust governance framework is likely to have serious
implications for the CER, Bord Gáis and the rest of the industry. As such, the design of the
programme seeks to ensure:
that the CER has clear accountability for full retail competition and is supported in
achieving the full delivery of the new arrangements;
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that there is an appropriate level of control over the development of the new
arrangements – the issues are highly inter-related and will affect all parts of the
Industry and the Bord Gáis business operation;
that there is an effective decision making process across the Industry; and
that there is an appropriate balance between consultation and communication.
8.2.2

Development of proposals for the new arrangements
An important decision relates to the approach to developing the new arrangements.
Whatever approach is adopted, it will need to take account of the following factors:
The availability of resources to be applied by all market participants, in developing the
new arrangements.
The cost of any programme.
The speed, at which issues can be discussed, resolved and implemented.
The options range from a comprehensive cross-industry workstream structure to a focused
consultation-based process.
Bord Gáis believes that the most appropriate approach for the Irish gas market is for Bord
Gáis to lead the development of the market arrangements, supported by a robust consultation
and review process involving the CER. The alternative approach of establishing wideranging cross-industry work groups does not appear to fit the needs of the Irish gas market,
as it would be time-consuming and relies on each market participant having a deep pool of
talent and resources to apply to the programme on a full-time basis.

8.2.3

Key decision making roles
The framework for programme governance will need to be agreed. At a general level, there
are a number of key decision-making roles worthy of consideration:
CER – must have overall accountability for the programme. An element of this
responsibility will be to ensure that the progress of industry participants is
continuously monitored. No other body is in a position to take on the end-to-end
responsibility for co-ordinating the implementation of the new arrangements.
Bord Gáis – will be responsible for managing the implementation of enabling systems
and processes and for key implementation and operational decisions. Given its unique
position in the market and its deep understanding of the operation of the gas network,
Bord Gáis will also be responsible for putting forward proposals for the new market
arrangements to the CER.
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Design Control: Because the implementation of retail competition requires the
alignment of activities across many organisations there needs to be a common and
comprehensive understanding of the design that is being implemented. Changes to the
design also need to be carefully and appropriately managed. In particular, if the new
arrangements are to be implemented in a cost effective way, it is important that
decisions are taken quickly, are made binding and are not subsequently revised. Bord
Gáis is best placed to undertake this role.
GMAG –the GMAG will act in an advisory role as a review group for papers
submitted, including papers that set out Bord Gáis’ proposals for the new market
arrangements. However, this will not substitute for the views of individual industry
participants that will be established through the consultation process.
TCOP / DCOP forum – will have accountability for converting the market rules and
business processes into commercial and contractual terms.
A critical success factor for the delivery of the programme for full retail competition is to
have clear responsibility for all activities at a detailed level. The key areas of responsibility,
with suggested responsible parties can be seen below:
Activity

Responsible
party

Comments

Define high level principles
for the Retail Market
arrangements, the “blueprint”

Bord Gáis
CER

Bord Gáis to apply the knowledge and expertise,
the CER to manage the industry consultation
process and agree the arrangements.

Define detailed market rules,
procedures and processes

Bord Gáis
CER

Bord Gáis to apply the knowledge and expertise,
the CER to manage the industry consultation
process and agree the arrangements.

Define systems requirements

Bord Gáis
CER

Most of the changes are in the control of Bord
Gáis. However there will need to be industry
agreement over issues such as data standards,
communications standards, file formats and
interfaces. The CER will manage the industry
consultation process.

Define regulatory framework
and audit plan

CER

Overall responsibility of CER but Bord Gáis will
have a key input and there will need to be
Industry agreement.
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Activity

Responsible
party

Comments

Define contracts and
agreements

Bord Gáis
CER

CER will have final approval over Licences,
TCOP and DCOP changes. However, there will
need to be Industry involvement in developing the
detail and Bord Gáis has the lead role in shaping
the commercial and legal terms.

Build and Test Systems

Bord Gáis
CER

Most of the changes are in the control of Bord
Gáis. However there will need to be industry
agreement and Bord Gáis will need to assurance
that participants systems are compatible. In this,
the CER will have a critical role.

Establish Institutions and
Infrastructure

Bord Gáis

Bord Gáis will need to implement organisational
change to accommodate the new arrangements.

Secure participant support,
qualification, and monitor
readiness

CER

This is a critical role that only the CER can fulfil.

Market Testing

CER/ Bord
Gáis

CER needs assurance that the systems, processes
work across all market participants, and the same
is essential to Bord Gáis as retail competition will
affect all critical business activities.

Communication

All

All participants will need to ensure that
information to customers and other stakeholders
is timely and accurate.

Design management

Bord Gáis

Given that Bord Gáis is leading on the
development of market arrangements, they will
need to ensure that the arrangements fit together
seamlessly and raise cross-functional issues in
cases where the arrangements carry the risk of
failure.

Go-Live decision

CER
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Consistent with these principles, the process for delivering the necessary changes for full
retail competition is proposed as follows:
Bord Gáis will prepare detailed papers around the work packages agreed with the
CER and in line with the principles agreed in this document.
These papers will be submitted to the CER.
The CER will issue the papers to the GMAG for review. A review timetable will be
set by the Steering Group, outlined above, and may include a meeting of Bord Gáis
and the GMAG in order to reach agreement.
If necessary, revised papers will then be submitted to the CER by Bord Gáis.
The CER will issue the papers for full consultation.
The CER will receive comments and decide on the issues to be reflected in the
document s.
A final draft of the papers will be produced.
The agreed position will be signed off by the CER and reported at the Steering Group.
The process is clear and efficient and has the following benefits:
The CER has ultimate responsibility for sign-off of the new arrangements.
A representative industry group (GMAG) has a clear review responsibility, prior to
consultation.
The industry is consulted widely.
A small, but focused Steering Group is able to resolve risks and issues quickly, and
ensure overall management of the industry timetable.
All market participants can focus on making the necessary changes in their
organisations in response to the positions agreed by the CER.
8.2.4

Establishing the Programme
In order to establish a sound footing for the Programme, Bord Gáis and the CER will need to
meet to agree the following:
Programme Governance, including the change control process
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Programme budget and work packages
The provisional timetable
Risks and issues management
A Steering Group will also need to be established for the whole change programme. The
steering group, which will be supported by the Bord Gáis programme manager, will resolve
risks and issues connected with:
The implementation timetable
Costs
Priorities between conflicting gas industry programmes
Key market principles

8.3

Cost Estimates
The introduction of full retail competition will require significant investment in terms of
systems, process, staff, legal and consultancy support. The costs outlined in this section are
a “current best estimate” and subject to revision, as more information becomes available.
They should therefore be used primarily as an indication of magnitude.
Costs are defined as all implementation costs, and future operational costs associated with
Market opening within the period 2002 – 2010 inclusive.
Market opening is defined as logical separation of BGE IT systems with full market opening
for 400,000 customers.
The cost estimates detailed here do not cover business/operational/managerial separation,
nor physical separation of the master database. As previously stated in the blueprint having
secured full retail competition, Bord Gais intends to undertake a comprehensive systems
review with the aim of achieving full physical separation of the Energy Supply systems
It is envisaged that all costs incurred in Market Opening will be recovered by BGE
The total cost of Market Opening as defined above will peak at circa €19m in 2004 and level
out post 2006 at circa €8.5m per annum. Ref. Chart 1 below.
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Chart 1 Annual Costs of Market Opening 2002 – 2010
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Immediate Next Steps
To be completed.
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Annex A: Description of the proposed allocation process
This annex provides a high-level description of the proposed allocation process. It should be
read in conjunction with section 6.5 of this document.
The description covers key processes in relation to the allocation of gas between shippers
delivering gas on the distribution system. It also covers processes that are intended to
support the charging for transportation services, the calculation of gas imbalances and the
charging for gas imbalances, however, it does not cover those processes as such.
The top-level process chart has been included to provide some orientation of the main
interfaces between the following key groups of processes:
GPR administration / capacity booking;
Nomination of gas / physical balancing;
Metering services; and
Allocation / charging for imbalance and transport.
The process description below relates only to this next level of process charts where key
groups of processes are explained in more detail. For ease of reference each process is
shown under the relevant key groups of processes where it appears and is referenced both by
a number and by process name. The process charts are inserted at the back of this annex.
Reconciliation is not described in this annex since it involves no new processes; rather the
receipt of an NDM reading (or correction of a DM reading) triggers a re-run of certain
processes. Reconciliation is described in section 6.5.4.
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Process description
Box
#

Process name

Process description

Type

Timing Process
owner

GPR administration / capacity booking
1

Receive
meteorological
forecast

Receive a meteorological forecast
containing the data required to be
applied to the demand estimation
equation for each customer.

NDM /
DM

D-1

DBU

2

Calculate estimated
daily NDM demand
by shipper

Based on the meteorological
forecast received and the
consumption parameters stored in
GPR, aggregated for each class of
customer by shipper and supplier,
NDM demand is calculated for all
customers of that class being served
by that shipper for a given zone.
Demand is then aggregated across
all classes being served by that
shipper in a given zone to arrive at
the figure for estimated NDM
demand by shipper. DBU also
calculate the associated shrinkage
on the distribution system.

NDM

D-1

DBU

3

Calculate estimated
daily DM demand
by shipper

Based on the meteorological
forecast received and the
consumption parameters stored in
GPR for each DM site, an estimate
of daily consumption is calculated.
Demand is then aggregated across
all DM sites being served by that
shipper for a given zone to arrive at
the figure for estimated DM
demand by shipper. DBU also
calculate the associated shrinkage
on the distribution system.

DM

D-1

DBU
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Box
#

Process name

Process description

Type

Timing Process
owner

4

Gas Point Register

Register that contains for each gas
point a registration of: the shipper
& supplier supplying gas to that gas
point, the distribution zone, the
consumption parameters for
demand estimation, the
consumption class and the
transportation tariff class and in
respect of NDM sites also meter
readings with dates and latest
update of the estimated annual
consumption (EAC) and in respect
of DM sites, daily meter readings
and manual advance readings with
dates.

NDM /
DM

N/a

Transporter

5

Estimate
consumption
parameters for
NDM site

When a new NDM reading is
received for a gas point, the
consumption parameters are recalculated. Once re-calculated, the
new consumption parameters are
stored in the GPR.

NDM

After
receipt
of an
NDM
reading

DBU

6

Report consumption A report is created that contains for
parameters to
each shipper the calculated
shippers
consumption parameters for NDM

NDM

D-1

DBU

sites provided as aggregated data by
zone, supplier and by customer
class and for DM sites provided by
site.
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Box
#

Process name

Process description

Type

Timing Process
owner

7

Receive capacity
booking from
shipper

Receipt of a request from a shipper
to book capacity for a gas point in a
given zone. This may either be a
change to the capacity booked for a
gas point already registered to that
shipper/supplier or a request to
book capacity and replace an
existing shipper/supplier for a gas
point.

NDM/
DM

At
change
of
shipper

DBU

8

Validate capacity
booking

Based on the receipt of a capacity
booking for a gas point, this
booking is validated against the
history of gas consumption and
technical feasibility in the case of a
request for an increased capacity
booking. If another shipper is
already registered for that gas point,
validation includes a confirmation
from that shipper that the change
should take place. All NDM gas
points will have booked capacity
determined by a formula. For new
gas points, special rules will apply.

NDM /
DM

At
change
of
shipper/
supplier

DBU

9

Confirm with
previous shipper, if
any

If a request to book capacity for a
gas point involves the transfer of
responsibility from another
shipper/supplier, a confirmation
will be sought from that shipper that
a change should take place. If the
existing shipper/supplier objects to
the transfer of responsibility, the
two shippers/suppliers are invited to
resolve the issue bilaterally and
inform DBU jointly of the outcome.
If no agreement can be reached, a
dispute process is invoked.

NDM
/DM

At
change
of
shipper/
supplier

DBU
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Box
#

Process name

Process description

Type

Timing Process
owner

10

Confirm capacity
booking to shipper

When a revised capacity booking
has been validated and accepted, the
shipper is informed of the new
capacity booking.

NDM
/DM

At
change
of
shipper/
supplier

DBU

11

Calculate aggregate
capacity bookings
by shipper

Based on the registration of booked
capacity held in the GPR, a report is
created, which show aggregated
capacity by shipper, supplier and by
zone for DM sites. This report
serves as input to the calculation of
capacity overrun charges within the
GTMS (daily process on D+1).

NDM
/DM

D+1 /
monthly

DBU

In addition, a report is generated,
which show aggregated average
daily total capacity by shipper,
supplier and by zone. This report
serves as input to the calculation of
transmission transportation charges
within the GTMS (monthly, ex
post)

Nomination of gas / physical balancing
12

Receive
meteorological
forecast for system
level

Receive a meteorological forecast
containing the data required to
calculate forecast demand at the
transmission level.

NDM
/DM

D-1 plus
updates
during D

TBU

13

Calculate estimated
aggregate D-system
demand

Based on the received
meteorological forecast, aggregate
distribution system demand is
calculated by zone

NDM /
DM

D-1 plus
updates
during D

TBU
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Timing Process
owner

14

Adjust estimated
daily demand by
shipper

Estimated daily demand by shipper
is adjusted such that the sum of
NDM and DM demand (corrected
for shrinkage on the distribution
system) for all shippers in a zone is
equal to the estimated aggregate
distribution system demand for that
zone.

NDM /
DM

D-1 plus
updates
during D

TBU

15

Submit proposed
nominations to
shippers

Proposed nominations are submitted
as determined by process #14 to
shippers as a basis for their demand
nominations by zones (it is for
consideration whether there is
particular merit in providing
shippers with a proposed
nomination in respect of DM sites).

NDM /
DM

D-1 plus
updates
during D

TBU

16

Receive demand
nominations from
shippers

Based on the proposed demand
nominations submitted to shippers
and any other information shippers
may have shippers submit demand
nominations by zones, which are
then received.

NDM /
DM

D-1 plus
updates
during D

TBU

17

Read system meters

All meters deemed relevant for
maintaining overall control of the
system are read throughout the gas
day.

N/a

D

TBU

18

Buy/sell gas to
balance

Gas required to maintain the gas
system in balance are either bought
or sold during the gas day.

NDM /
DM

D-1 plus
during D

TBU

19

Receive gas input
nominations from
shippers

Gas input nominations are received
from shippers by input points.

NDM /
DM

D-1 plus
updates
during D

TBU
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20

Balance physical
system

System operator maintains control
of the system by either increasing
input / decreasing output or
decreasing input / increasing output,
i.e. managing differential pressures
to manage linepack.

NDM /
DM

D

TBU

21

Determine cash-out
prices

Cash-out prices are determined, in
part, by the necessary actions the
system operator has had to take
during the gas to maintain control
of the system.

NDM /
DM

D+1

TBU

Metering services
22

Receive shipper
request for NDM
reading

Shippers/suppliers may request a
meter reading at a NDM gas point
(typically at change of shipper)

NDM

Any time

DBU

23

Determine meter
reading
requirements

Meter reading requirements, taking
account of any additional
shipper/supplier request received,
are determined by norms and based
on last readings as recorded in the
GPR

NDM /
DM

D-1

DBU

24

Produce meter
reading schedules

Meter reading requirements are
converted into work schedules
specifying which NDM and DM
sites need manual reads (in addition
to the remote reading DM sites)

NDM /
DM

D-1

DBU

25

Read all DM sites

All DM sites are read remotely and,
in addition, some DM sites are read
manually such that over time it is
possible to reconcile DM readings
for a period with the meter advance

DM

D

DBU
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26

Convert DM
readings to energy
consumed

DM readings are converted from
volume to energy by using the
specified CV for the day (or days in
the case of advance readings)

DM

D+1

DBU

27

Submit DM
readings to shippers

DM readings converted into energy
submitted to shippers/suppliers .

DM

D+1

DBU

28

Receive DM
readings

DM readings are received for
further use in the gas allocation
process

DM

D+1

DBU

29

Read defined NDM
sites

A defined set of NDM sites are read
manually

NDM

D

DBU

30

Convert NDM
readings to energy
consumed

NDM readings are converted from
volume to energy by using the
specified CV for each day since the
last meter reading

NDM

D+1

DBU

31

Submit NDM
readings to shippers

NDM readings converted into
energy are submitted to shippers

NDM

D+1

DBU

32

Receive NDM
readings

NDM readings are received to be
used to update the estimate of
consumption parameters

NDM

D+1

DBU

Allocation / charging for imbalance and transport
33

Read all system
meters

Read meters at transmission system
exit points to the distribution system
(by zone)

N/a

D

TBU

34

Calculate aggregate
D-system demand

Calculate aggregate distribution
system demand, by zone

N/a

D+1

TBU
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35

Aggregate DM
demand by shipper

Aggregate DM demand by shipper
and by zone based on received DM
readings corrected for shrinkage on
the distribution system

DM

D+1

DBU

36

Calculate aggregate
NDM demand

Calculate aggregate NDM demand
by zone by deducting aggregate DM
demand by zone from aggregate
distribution system demand by zone
(corrected for shrinkage).

NDM

D+1

DBU

37

Receive
meteorological
actuals

Receive a meteorological forecast
containing the data required to be
applied to the demand estimation
equation for each customer

38

Calculate daily
NDM demand by
shipper

Based on the meteorological actuals
received and the aggregated
consumption parameters used in the
estimation process (#2), NDM
demand is calculated for all
customers of that class being served
by that shipper for a given zone.
Demand is then aggregated across
all classes being served by that
shipper in a given zone to arrive at
the figure for NDM demand by
shipper corrected for shrinkage on
the distribution system.

NDM

D+1

DBU

39

Adjust daily NDM
demand by shipper

Daily NDM demand by shipper,
supplier and by zone is adjusted
such that that sum total of these for
a given zone are equal to the
estimated aggregate NDM demand
for that zone as calculated in
process #36

NDM

D+1

DBU
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44

Calculate
DM+NDM demand
by shipper

Total DM and NDM demand by
zone is calculated as a basis for
settlement of imbalances and for
charging for transportation services
(shippers will receive these data as
part of the documentation
supporting the settlement of
imbalances)

NDM /
DM

D+1

DBU

45

Calculate
distribution
transportation
charges by shipper

Information of total demand by
shipper on the distribution system is
used to calculate energy
consumption for a charging period
and together with information on
booked capacity (process #11) then
to calculate distribution
transportation charges by shipper.

NDM /
DM

D+1

DBU
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Top level

Overall process map

GPR administration / capacity booking

Nomination of gas / physical balancing

Calculate daily
consumption by
customer class

Calculate daily
demand by
Shipper
Metering services

Read NDM sites

GPR
administration

Reconciliation

Read DM sites

Allocation / charging for imbalance and transport
Allocation of gas
input/output

Book capacity

Charge for
transportation
services

Charge for gas
imbalance

Physical
balancing

Invoice for
transportation
services

Invoice for gas
imbalance

Nominate
demand

Nominate gas
input

Overall process map

GPR administration / capacity booking

to GTMS for
TUoS and
capacity overrun
charging

Calculate 9
estimated daily
DM demand by
shipper

Calculate agg.
capacity
bookings by
shipper 17

Calculate DUoS
charges by
shipper
47
see p. 5

Receive
meteorological
forecast

5

7

Calculate
estimated daily
NDM demand by
shipper

8
Gas Point
Register

14
Validate capacity
booking

15
Confirm with
previous shipper,
if any

Receive capacity
booking from
shipper
13

Confirm capacity
booking to
shipper
16

Estimate 12
consumption
parameters for
NDM site

Report 11
consumption
parameters to
shippers

38
Receive NDM
reading
from p. 4
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Overall process map

Nomination of gas / physical balancing

to GTMS for
imbalance
settlement

Receive 12
meteorological
forecast for
system level

18
Buy/sell gas to
balance

Calculate 13
estimated
aggregate Dsystem demand

20
Balance physical
system

17
Read system
meters

Calculate 2
estimated daily
NDM demand by
shipper

Adjust estimated
daily demand by
shipper
14

21
Determine cashout prices

from p. 2
Calculate 3
estimated daily
DM demand by
shipper

Receive gas 19
input
nominations from
shippers

from p. 2

Submit 15
proposed
nominations to
shippers V

Receive demand
nominations from
shippers
16

V

Overall process map

Metering services

Convert DM
readings to
energy
consumed 26

Receive shipper
request for NDM
reading
22

4
Gas Point
Register

25
Read all DM
sites

Determine meter
reading
requirements
23

Produce meter
reading
schedules
24

29
Read defined
NDM sites

Convert NDM
readings to
energy
consumed 30

28
Receive DM
readings

Submit DM
readings to
shippers

27

31
Submit NDM
readings to
shippers

32
Receive NDM
readings
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Allocation / charging for imbalance and
transport

37
Receive
meteorological
actuals

33
Read all system
meters

34
Calculate
aggregate Dsystem demand

4
Gas Point
Register

28
Receive DM
readings

36
Calculate
aggregate NDM
demand

Aggregate DM
demand by
shipper
35

Overall process map

Calculate daily
NDM demand by
shipper
38

Calculate 2
estimated daily
NDM demand by
shipper

from p. 2

Adjust daily NDM
demand by
shipper
39

Calculate 40
DM+NDM
demand by
shipper

Calculate DUoS
charges by
shipper
41

to GTMS for
imbalance
settlement

to GTMS for
TUoS charging

from p. 4
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Annex B – Glossary of Key Terms
“CER” - the Commission for Energy Regulation in Ireland.
“COS” or Change of Supplier – the process by which licensed Shipper/Suppliers can
register with the gas network, that they are responsible for providing gas to a gas point.
“CV” or Calorific Value – the number of Mega joules produced by the complete
combustion at a constant pressure of 1.01325 bar of 1 standard cubic meter of natural gas
being free from water vapour at 15 degrees Celsius with excess air at the same temperature
and pressure as the natural gas when the combustion products have cooled to 15 degrees
Celsius and when the water formed by combustion is condensed to the liquid state and the
products of combustion contain the same total mass of water vapour as the natural gas and
air before combustion.
“DCOP” or Distribution Code of Operations – the set of rules for the operation of the
Distribution system, which governs the relationship between the Distribution Transporter
and Shippers on the Distribution System.
“Distribution System” – the distribution pipeline system and associated ancillary facilities
to such system operated by the Distribution Transporter.
“DM” or Daily Metering - the metering arrangements for all Gas Points with daily
metering.
“Franchise Supply” - The business activity within Bord Gáis covering those consumers
who have yet to enter the competitive market.
“Gas Point” – a metered point at which gas may be off taken from the Systems for the
purposes of supplying natural gas to a particular final customer premises.
“GPRN” or Gas Point Registration Number – a unique number that defines the location
of a Gas Point.
“GPR” or Gas Point Register – the activities within Bord Gáis which are related to the
administration of the Gas Point Register, the register of relevant information established by
the Distribution Transporter, including all Gas Points, Supply Points, Supply Point Premises,
Registered Shipper and associated information.
“NDM” or Non-Daily Metering – the metering arrangements for all Gas Points with an
annual throughput below 500,000 scm.
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Shipper - Any person having (or with reasonable expectation to have) an entitlement by
way of a contract with the Transporter to ship Natural Gas through the Bord Gáis system or
any part thereof for offtake at an Exit Point. This activity requires a Natural Gas Licence
under the Gas (Interim) (Regulation) Act, 2002.
Supplier - A person holding (or with reasonable expectation to apply for) a Natural Gas
Licence consistent with natural gas supply. Supply being defined here as the delivery or sale
of natural gas to an End User. This person may or may not have the necessary contracts in
place with the Transporter to ship natural gas.
“STA” or Standard Transportation Agreement – the contract between Shippers and the
Gas Transporter covering the terms of the Code of Operations.
“TPA” or Third Party Access – the arrangements by which Shippers are granted access to
the Gas Network;
“TCOP” or Transmission Code of Operation - the set of rules for the operation of the
Distribution system, which governs the relationship between the Transmission Transporter
and Shippers on the Distribution System.
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